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COMPACT 

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute 

The HGR 20 
Check out these features: 

1. Weighs only 2.5 kgs 

2. Totally Australian made 

3. Manufactured in S.E. Queensland 

4. 24 hour hot line seven days a week 

5. Always in stock for immediate delivery 

6. Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting 
7. Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes 
8. Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation 

approved parachute Rigger "B" 

9. Free owner's manual with every parachute 
1 O. Other models and sizes available 

Proudly manufactured by: 

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd 
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178 

Ph: 07 3934409, Fx: 07 3934363 

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS 
CHALLENGER C 
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, high trim speed, 
large speed range with flat polar rurve due to a special speed system and easy handling 
make the CHALlENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and compeUtion flying. 
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots, 
challenging cross country flights and competitions. 

Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate dass with elegant look. Convincing 
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical 
PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege for competftjon pilots!" 
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance. 
For the ambitious recreauonal pilot. 

CHALLENGER CLASSIC 
A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with enthusiasm! Well balanced 
and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to handle speed 
system extends the speed range effidently and comes as standard. 
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who search for 
stressless pleasure in flight. 

Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800! 

GARRY STEVENSON 
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555 

*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase *** 
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~~YSAILOR 

Official Publication Of The 
Hang Gliding Federation of 

Australia 

Skysailor appears 12 times per 
year as a service to members. For 

non-members living in Australia the 
subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas 
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 
(sent Economy Air) , Aus $95 Air
mail. Cheques should be made pay
able to and sent to HGFA 
Contributions are always needed. 
Articles, photographs and illustra
tions are all acceptable although the 
editor and the HGFA Board reserve 
the right to edit or delete contribu
tions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will NOT 
be published. All contributions 
should be accompanied by the 
contributor's name, address and 
HGFA number for verification pur
poses. 
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume 
responsibility for the material or 
opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in 
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and 
other contributions is ves ted in each 
of the authors in respect of their con
tribution. 

ALL SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS to: 

Marie J efl'el'Y 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-Spm 

Keep the articles coming!! 
We will give S50 per month for the 
best cover photo sent in. It can be a 
black and white, colour photo or slide. 

All photos and material will be 
returned if a stamped, self addressed 
envelope is supplied. 

Market Place ads are to be directed 
to the Editor. 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month (for the following 
month 's issue!) for contributions, 
market place, etc. Market Place are 
free to Cin.l!.n£i.lll mcmhcl-s - please 
quote your number - otherwise a 
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is ap
plicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2 is
sues is applicable for comm ercial 
operators. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are: 
Back cover $225 
Full page $150 
Half page $75 
Quarter page S40 

All ads must be paid in advance. 
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Layout, separations and extra work 
incur additional cost. 

ADDRESSES 

All correspondence, including mem
bership renewals, short term member
ships, rating forms and other 
administrative matters should be sent 
to : 

Hang Gliding Federation or 
Australia 
Executive Director: 
lanJannan 
PO Box 558 
11JMUT NSW 2720 
Tel (069) 472 888, 
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069474328 

President: Rohan Granl 
002 311112 H, 002 337638 W, 
002 333311 Fax 

Operations Manager 
Craig Worth, Ph!Fx 065 592713 
Mobile: 018 657419 

For informatioo about site ratings, 
sites and other local matters, contact 
the appropriate state associa
tion/region or club. 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave 
Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. lames Nathaniel (042) 971923 

Northern NSW Region 
Pres. Dane Snelling 029131294 
Sec. Ian Duncan 029189962 
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091 

ACTHGA 
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 
Sec. Gary Lilley 062925302 
Pres. Phil Robinson 018625181 
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 

Stb Qld 
PO Box 149, Kenmore Q 4069 
Pres. Tony Giammichele 
073584101 
SeclPR lames Christensen, 
072026342 H, 07 8642788 W 

Nth Qld: 
12 VanEldik Av, Andergrove Q 4740 
Pres. Dave LanlOot 079461157 
Sec/Trs: ROD Huxhagen 
079552913 

I-lGAWA 
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151 
Pres Danny Byrne 094449920 H 

093167628 W 

VicHGA 
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181 
Pres lohn Twomey 03 3972612 H 
Sec Tony Hughs 052438245 AH 

TasHGA 
31 Hillside Cres, West Launceston 
7250 
Sec. Steve Cameron 003 311561 H 

SAIIGA 
U 123 Glenburnie St, Seaton SA 
5023 
Sec. Steve Hoerrs 

Fax 

PG Convenor 

08452487 H 
082595991 W 
082597115W 

Stuart Andrews, PO Box 9, Tooma 
NSW 2642, 069 484461 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a 
member of Federation Aeronautique 

Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sports 
Aviation Confederation (ASAC). 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is 
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission. 
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COVER PHOTO 

Frank Smallman in his Moyes Dragonfly tug tows 
Lachlan Hayes aloft at Tabulam, northern New South Wales 

Photo by Marie Jeffery 

CREDITS 

Cartoons 
Typing & Layout 
Printer 

Trike Committee members: 
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 
181071 
lohanne Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle, 
Ph 049 307895 
Paul Mollison, Certification, New
castle 049 570216 
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 
079577142 
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 
941031 ph/fx/tam 

Julius Makk, Peter Werner 
Marie Jeffery 

Quality Plus, Ballina 
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CLUBS 074461206 Sec Paul Gibbs Sec Warwick Kelly 
Sec. Pat Roberts 043341919 042261707 

Queensland 074415206 Site Officer Duncan Brown SSO. James Nathaniel 
CalmsHGClub Treas Peter Roberts 043342406 042261377 
Pres Watwick Gill 074471121 2nd lJtt.i Tuggerah Lakes Kosciusko Alpine 070563333 SSO.Dave Cookman MemClub Paragliding Club Sec Kevin Gilligan 074498573 
070553343 Central WestHGClub Pro Anne McRitchie 

NevAkers Townsville HG Assoc Inc Pres Len Paton 064576041 

070512438 W 
Pres Brad Cooper 068537220 Sec. Allan Lebepuu 
077792853 Sec. Jenny Ganderton 018484123 

Capricorn Vice-Pres Graham Beplate 068 511533 SSO.Heinz Gloor 
Skyriders Oub Inc 077732913 Tres. Mark Madden 064 567171 
Pres Brian Hampson Sec Robin Dawson 063622927 Lower Blue Mts HG 079226527 077890284 H Christian Flyers Club Inc Sec Bran Ahem 077819432W lanLobb Pres. David Middleton 079262237 SSO Graeme Etherton St.anwell Park 026236961 Brian Smith 077733580 042941656 Sec. Ntichael Shyne 079287858 Gary Rogers 

Cudgegong Valley HG 027243405 
Canungra HG Club Inc 077792645 SSO. Nigel Felton Club Pres. Nick Dillane Wbltsundays IIG CL Sec. Mark Cafe 026282609 
075991363 Pres. Greg Gunning 063791310 Mid North Coast HG Sec. Dean Hone 079598445 SSO. Bruce Bareham Assoc(NSW) 072066597 Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen 063791310 Pres. Paul Hazelgrove SSO.KenHill 079552913 
075435631 Great Lakes HGC Inc 018657366 

New South Wales Pres. Jim Parsons Sec & SSO. Lee Scon 
Gladstone HG Club 

Byron Bay HG Club Inc 065554077 065565265 
31 WilsonS! 

Pres Peter Ailken Sec Steve Tinson Ben Leonard 
Gladstone Q 4680 

066853358 065558091 065821966 
Pres. Colan McGree 

Sec. David Smith 065545700W Newcastle lIG Club 079722477 
018770912 066 SSO. Bob Barnes Pres Simon Lewis 

Sec. Dave Kennedy SSO. Peter Ailken 065540416 049261829 

079781329 066853358 llIawarra lIana 018689243 
meet 1st Wed ea month Gliding Club Inc Sec Bill Olive 

Sunshine Coast HG Club 
Central Coast lIG Club Meet: MI Keira Kiosk 1st 049213800W 

(Qld) 
(NSW) Wed "PG" Ian Ladyman 

Pres. Graeme Hall 
Pres Garry Moulston Pres George Barrie 049498946 

074497490w 
043344866 042855567 SSO. Ross Duncan 

Vice-Pres Steve Johnson 049431900 

r----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------~ 
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328 

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport! 
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back 
Cap 
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo 
Metal Lapel Badge 
Car stickers 
Embroidered badge 
... Topographic maps Cor all areas at discount pl"iccs *** 

$19.95 
9.00 
6.95 
4.95 
2.00 
2.95 

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases. 
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders 
welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with 

order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock. 

HGFA Schedule of Fees 
12 months (FULL) Membership $125 
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership $1l5 
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership $135 
PHG Pilots Operational Levy $20 
Additional Family Member (12 months) $50 
Rejoining Administration Fee $25 
Short Term Membership (4 months) $45 
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45 
Trial/lnstructional Flight (TIF) 10 Days total available through instructors only $15 
(12 issues)ISkysailor" Subscription (Nonfly) $50 
Overseas (sent SAL) $65 
Overseas (Sent Airmail) $95 
FAl Licence $5 
PHG Ops Manual $15 
Comps Manual $10 
Tow Manuals $5 
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meet last Wed Souths 
Leagues Club 

Northern Beaches HG 
Club Inc (Sydney) 
Pres: Jim Allen 
029711715 
Sec: Ian Duncan 
029189962 
SSO. Forrest Park 
02450267 

Stan well Park Club 
Pres. Andrew Nethery 
042943665 
Sec. Annelies Norland 
042942474 
SSO. Keiran Tapsell 
042942645 
meet 730pm lstSun 
ea monlh Helensburgh 
Workers' Club 

Sydney lIG Club 
Pres Clive Gilmour 
042941261 
Sec Steve Hocking 
023274484 

Sydney PG Club 
Pres Tim Gearing 
02681725 
Sec Rob Fakes 
015237565 
Treas Tony Hudson 
025701130 
SSO Mark Mitsos 
042674570 

TamworthlManilla HGC 
And rew Pepper 
067654520 
018416258 
Richard Riley 
067821073 
067821267 
SSO.Pal Lenders 
067729272 

Upper Blue Mis 
IIG Club 
Pres Glen Thompson 
063531239 
Sec. Lucas Trihey 
047871480 

Victoria 

Eastem I1G Club 
Peler Batchelor 
037353095 
Andrew Philips 
037580091 AH meet3rd 
Wed York-On-Lilydale, 
Lilydale 

North East Victorian 
lIG Club Inc 
Pres & SSO John Adams 
057572945 
Sec John Schilling 
057522694 
Treas & PG Geoff White 
057562255 
Vl-iGA rep Peler Roper 
037435365 

Southem IIG Club 
Pres. Mike Slape 
03 5438331 AH 
1st Tucs Anchor & Hope 
Tav Church St Richmond 

Sky IIigh PG Club 
Pres. Ken Milchclhill 
03 8879173 a h 
03 2882480 bh 
Sec. Chrisline Danger 
054 283185 a h 
1st Wed Relreat Hot 
226 Nicholson St 
Abbotsford 

Western Victorian 
lIang Gliding Club 
Pres. Trevor Crud in 
037478752 
Tres. Phillip Campbell 
053428569 

Sec. Nicole Shalders 
053492174 
SSO. Rohan Hollkamp 
053492845 
Club meets last Sat ea 
month at Golden Age 
Hotel Beaufort 

Western Australia 

Avon Valley Hang Gild· 
lngClub 
Pres. David Drabble 
093071816 
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson 
093647872 
Sec. Mike Field 
094097903 
Treas. Michael Derry 
093415271 

Bastion Sky Bums 
WyndhamWA 
Sec. Steve Prior 
091611269 H 
091611043 W 
091611279 (ax 

Dalwallinu HG Club 
Pres. Jonalhan Back 
093418328 H 
093817094 W 
Sec Mark Thompson 
093506750H 
094916949W 

The Great Sandy Desert 
HGClub 
Pres. Ian Sallie 
091798487 H 
Sec Joe Langford 
091798655 H 
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Obviously Mother Nature read my June editorial because 

winter has arrived on the north coast with a vengeance! 

Did you know there are now two foot-launched Swift rigid 

wings in Australia? They both reside in Perth and I have been 

promised a story when their owners have more experience with 

these amazing machines. With a glide ratio of approximately 20:1 

the WA pilots are hoping to clock up some big XC distances in the 

future. 

Luke Carmody's trike expedition finally reaches the Top in this 

issue. If their progress has whetted your appetite for adventure, the 

next trip planned is from Perth to Sydney in 1995 (see page 13). 

Winter is a good time to check your equipment, and in par

ticular, re-pack your reserve parachute. This month you'll find twe 

articles on parachutes. Randy Haney, a Canadian pilot now living 

in Europe, describes his experiences and resulting checks, while 

James Nathaniel provides a guide for conducting parachute semi

nars. 

first high glide, it is a very exhilarating experience and one not 

forgotten in a hurry. 

The Paragliding National Ladder is reproduced on page 15 

thanks to the efforst oflan Ladyman. 

Mike Smith talks about his first solo on a trike; a very momen

tious occasion in most pilots' lives . Like a hang or paraglider pilot's 

Until next month, safe flying, 
Marie Jeffery 

,/ ~.:;;j/ Sky Cycles P/L . .-4~~<~. Trike Sales & Trainin~. Sole Australian Agent 
;-:./~oooo Ilk!II.~Jt )': for Solarwlngs/Pegasus 
.0- / \oJ 

, ~ ~ _ _ " ~ NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit 
<:; ergonomics of the Quasar. In-tlight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information 

package on this world beater. 

Pel,!asus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands oft). The smooth performer now available is low noise 
582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat. 

Pegasus "Q" the performance and economy of the "Q" is well known. Still winning the 
competitions that count. 

Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with or 
without tug equipment. Flying school and recreational favourite. 

Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion tlexwingsingIe seater. Real economy and performance 
at a real low price. 

We also have good used aircraft available. 
Phone for an informati on package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight. 

nu It ~ C[) J~ I Don't forget your IVO prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors, radio 
\,;rl" >r:;,.,.". I > kit, battery & chargerfor only $950. 

~~ For all the latest in trike products and training. )-

~ !~iJ: 14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194 
~ - . Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976 
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Ed's Note: Rob Schroettner wrote com
menting on the Australian Paragliding 
Open 1994 held early this year at Cor
ryong. As the topic was already adequately 
covered by Ian Ladyman and Stuart 
Andrews, I have printed below, with Rob's 
agreement, his additional observations on 
competitions. 

Competition Flying 
Moving onto competition generally, I would 
like to remind pilots that there are very few 
people in Australia who are capable and willing 
to give up their flying time to run competitions. 
Please be considerate ofthese facts when you're 
next at a competition. 

Hopefully the organisers will not be put off 
by the few unhappy knockers and continue their 
good work because without them no one else 
will, and there will be no competitions. I suggest 
to pilots who are unhappy with how comps are 
run to try to run or even help in a comp themsel
ves and maybe they'll appreciate what's in
volved. 

If you do have some constructive comments 
on how comps are run, then by all means do 
(comment). I'm sure that most organisers will 

August 1994 

listen to your opinion and accept any construc
tive and realistic changes. But it is important to 
do this at the appropriate time. Don't waste the 
time of the organiser and the other pilots by 
bringing up changes that cannot be made during 
the comp e.g. the scoring system, especially at 
the morning's briefing. Mention these at night 
and before the next comp and through the correct 
channels; club, competition committee, 
paragliding committee, HGFA etc as this is 
probably where the original decisions were 
made, and not by the comp organiser. 

Looking back, I think much progress has 
been made with this year's competitions. The 
level of pilot skills is now getting to the stage 
where some very challenging tasks can be set. 
Task setter's skills are also improving and they 
are gaining valuable experience. This is very 
important, as the scoring system we use relies 
entirely on good task setting. I hope we are past 
the old "let's set open distance every day, then 
we can't get it wrong" days. 

So if you want to make some suggestions, 
do it now, before next season's comps, not 
during them. I suggest you read the HGFAcom
petition manual first. Also ask some experienced 
hang glider pilots as they generally have a much 

better understanding 
of the practical run
ning of the scoring 
system, and there are 
many parallels to 
paragliding. 

18-30 Gajah Mungkur Cup, Wonogiri Indonesia 

I feel we have a lot 
to learn from hang 
gliding comp pilots, 
as they were in the 
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September 1994 
24 Sep-1 Oct Eungella Nth Qld 
October 1994 
19-26 Canungra Oassic 
27-29 1994/95 HGFA AGM Sydney 
29-1 Nov Not the Vic Open (PG), Bright 
November 1994 
28-3 Dec National Instructor/Coaching Conference, Canberra 
December 1994 
2-6 Vic Paragliding Championships, Bright 
10-18 Aust Open (Nationals) Paragliding, Manilla 
January 1995 
5-14 Bogong Cup 
17-26 Aust Open HG (Nationals), Forbes (tow) 
17-26 Flatlands International HG, Forbes (tow) 
28-5 Feb Women's Pre Worlds, Bright 
28-5 Feb Flatlands International Paragliding, Forbes (tow) 
February 1995 
25-5 Mar WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow) 
March 1995 
10-19 
24-26 

January 1996 

NSW State Titles 
1995 HGFA Board Planning meeting (EGM), 
venue to be decided 

26-10 Feb 5th Women's World Championships, Bright 

position that we are 
now 10 years ago. 
Hopefully we won't 
be ore-inventing the 
wheel" and gong 
through the same 
learning mistakes as 
they did 10 years ear
lier. 

I'm optimistic 
that next year's 
paragliding comps 
will be even bigger 
and better. Hope to 
see you there. 

Rob Schroettner 

• 

Prime Ministeria{ 

Sports .9Lward 
for the 1993 

Women's !Ffyin 

On 17 March this year, the 1993 HGFA 
Women's Flyin was nominated for an 

award in the annual Prime Ministerial Womens 
Sports Awards. 

The Grand Ballroom of the Hilton Hotel, 
Brisbane was the venue of this prestigious event. 
I was honoured to attend on behalf of Helen 
Ross, president of the HGFA women's commit
tee, and all Australian women sports aviators. 

To most of you and I must admit, to myself, 
also, this event would ordinarily have passed 
without much recognition or acknowledgement. 

Having experienced the opulence, en
thusiasm and energy of the event first hand, I felt 
that the rest of the flying fraternity would be 
interested to know that the HGFA Women's 
Flyin was very well received in the category of 
A Sporting Organisation Initiative, winning a 
Highly Commended Award. 

At the forefront of publicising and promot
ing the Womens Sports Awards was the 
Australian Broadcasting Commission and the 
Australian Womens' Weekly. Paul Keating's 
support was well and truly felt with an inspiring 
opening speech and awards presentation. The 
night was full of entertainment which included 

anecdotes and words of encouragement from 
highly acclaimed Sports Women of the past and 
present. The Grand Ballroom was fitted with 
two huge video screens, and throughout the 
nightwe were treated to largerthan life excerpts 
of female sporting achievements accompanied 
by fantastic music. 

The big names in attendance and the sheer 
numbers of women 's sporti ng organisations rep
resented, were evidence of the hard work and 
dedication that is being devoted to setti ng up an 
infrastructure that will help develop and en
courage gender equity in sport, and also support 
and reward women's achievements in sport in 
Australia. 

In closing I would like to congratulate Helen 
Ross and the Women's Committee on making 
the Women's Flyin such a success . 

I hope the impetus and enthusiasm wi II carry 
on this year, and may the Women's Flyin 
develop into a recognised and well supported 
annual event that may again be awarded with 
merit at the 1995 Prime Ministerial Womens 
Sports Awards. 

Flying high 
Barbara Utech 

p.s. Good I uck to Helen, Toni, Jenny, Neva, 
Sue and Sarah at the Women's Worlds . • 
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The President reflects on a 

recent Letter to the Editor ... 

Last month I indicated that I was 
going to write about your new 

Board's initiatives. However, reac
tions to Geoff Martin's article 
"Reflections from an Enlightened 
Being" in Skysailor, May '94, and 
perhaps the article itself, mean that 
initiatives must wait. 

"Why?", you might ask. Becauseit has 
been claimed that Geoff's article has set 
back the HGFA's negotiations with CAA 
for access to 10,000 ft AMSL OCfA by 
about two years. It was put to me that the 
attitudes expressed by Geoff discredited 
the HGFAand his fellow pilots to such an 
extent that CAA officials seriously doubt . 
our ability to regulate ourselves and use 
airspace responsibly. The upshot of this 
was a call for censorship of articles to 
Skysailor that were not in the HGFA's 
interest. 

Hmmmm. Strong statements but then the 
people making them were understandably upset 
at havi ng the ground pulled out from underneath 
them and much hard work jeopardised. And 
before some of you pick up your prejudices and 
get your wings level, these protestations did not 
originate from Tumut but from Canberra. 

Having just done a bit of work to make the 

HGFA a more democratic and responsible or
ganisation I was mindful that this magazine is a 
critical, pardon the pun, form of expression for 
us as members. Indeed, its role is now central to 

our Constitution as a means of discussing and 
resolving issues and appointing our repre
sentatives . I view gravely any attempt to 
frustrate that purpose. TIle organisation cannot 
be above criticism, but such criticism must be 
warranted and substanti ated if it is to be fair to 
all the parties involved, or effective in improv
ing the performance of the HGFA 

Which bri ngs me to Geoff's article. Havi ng 
just re-read it for the I don't know how many-th 
time I am still unsure what Geoff was trying to 
say or achieve, other than to offer me the perfect 
Dorothy Dixer. Unfortunately, space is limited 

in this issue so his dolly won't get the jllstice it 
deserves. 

Geoff opens his criticism of his organisation 
by stating that he begrudges pnying for this 
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forum, yet in the previous paragraph he was 
extolling the forum for the benefits it provides 
him to examine his own opinions. To repeat an 
absolute truth, Skysailor is this organisation's 

official medium and we have an obligation to 
keep each other informed of our activities, 
opinions and expectations. Spreading the cost of 
Skysailor across the entire membership reduces 

the cost of this medium to each individual, and 
the Board has reduced this further by seeking 
other offsets. The Board will not deny anyone 
the opportunity to know what is happening in 
their sport or make this knowledge any more 
costly than is necessary. 

The organisation cannot be 
above criticism, but such 

criticism must be warranted 

and substantiated if it is to be 
fair to all the parties involved, 
or effective in improving the 
performance of the HGFA. 

In the same breath he begrudges paying 
"bureaucrats" for services that he won't or can't 
provide himself, then has the cheek to try to 

criticise their performance when they don't meet 
expectations he has yet to identify. Many of our 

members are unaware of the very broad range of 
services that our office provides on their behalf, 
ata very low cost by any pilot's terms. Belittling 
or misrepresenting these services does not help 
to improve them. However, constructive sug
gestions to the Board will. 

Next Geoff raises the rating system. It was 
revised for two basic reasons. Firstly, inade

quacies in the regulations for which Geoff 
criticises first the HGFA and then the CAA, 
were recognised quite some timeago. The Board 
acted to produce a comprehensive system to 

replace the current mishmash, that meets CAA 
requirements of us as pilots whilst at the same 
time addressing the very problems and restric
tions that Geoff whi nges about. 

Secondly, the rating system was revised to 
address those safety issues that Geoff holds so 
dearly . TIle majority of alterations were directed 
at improving the real safety of novitiates. Inter
mediate and advanced ratings remain substan

tially unChanged. The rating system is not set in 
stone. It is a dynamic m~ans of improving the 
safety and freedoms of all pilots and it will be 

changed whenever needs or opportunities re

quire it. 

Although early days, I believe the latest 

revisions are achieving their objectives. Acci
dent numbers in real terms are trending slightly 
downwards (and significantly downwards given 
that our membership has doubled) over tbe 
period that Geoffwrites about. Howeverwithout 
any concrete or specific issues from Geoff I 
cannot tell what he thinks is "irrelevant s*#@" 
or why he thinks it affects him. 

Next Geoff expresses contempt for air laws 
and regulations, and hints that he disobeys the 
requirements of CAO 95.8 "constantly". To 
mitigate himself he implies that all of us do as 
he does. It is a bold claim and not one I would 
make. Geoffshould be aware thattheHGFAhas 

always, is, and will continue to act to ensure tbat 
air safety is maintained by ensuring that air 
regulations governing our sport are observed. 
Certainly our resources are limited, but what 
does Geoff expect for only $125. 

Finally he accuses meand every other mem
ber involved in the organisation and main
tenance of the sport of hypocrisy, of being one 
of " ... these puerile idiots running around 

threatening to have their brothers in crime ar
rested. It's so hypocriticaL". 

Like most of our members I consider the 
arbitrary limit of 5000 ft AMSL to be aviation's 
equivalent of getting off at Redfern. However, I 
made the decision that instead of "flying on tbe 
edge of the law" I would work to change it. Until 
I do so I will continue to alight at Redfern. I 
advise Geoff to do the same, bowever strong the 
temptation to keep going. 

In the mean time he can indulge his 
benevolence and call me a hypocrite. I have a 
·c1ear sense of what I want to achieve and, 
moreover, plans and strategies to see that it 
happens . 

I am quite contident that we will achieve 

freedom to 10,000 ft and perhaps beyond, in line 
with current world best practice. I am looking 
forward to working with eAA to implement full 
ICAO management of Australian airspace. I am 
not the least worried that Geoff's half-cocked, 
blunderbuss writing style or sense of self ag
grandisement will prejudice this because I know 

that CAA has bigger fish to fry. I am confident 
that they see the HGFA as a responsible, and 
what is more a democratic, body with which 
they can work to achieve our mutual aims of safe 

and enjoyable aviation. 

Next ti me you are asked what the HGFA has 
achieved recently and what wecan expect in the 
near future, please give credit (and specific 
criticism) where it is due. The evidence refutes 
all claims that HGFA's cost has risen, that 
regulations are increasing and that flying sites 
are diminishing. 

I will outline what you can expect from your 
new organisation over the next few issues . In the 

meantime if you have any issue that concerns 
you please contact your nearest Board member. 
On behal f of the Board I welcome your feedback 
on these objectives and strategies. 

Rohan Grant 
#72266 and President • 
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Australian Competitions 

Victorian Winter Cross Country League 

Flights must take place between June and August 1994 
Flights must originate in Victoria or in NSW no furth er north than 
Conargo 
Pilots must state a) the date of flight and launch point; b) distance of 
flight and landing point; c) whether the flight was open distance, 
declared goal, out and return or triangle; and d) how high you got (well, 
why not!). 

Pilots will be scored on their top 5 flights. 
Entry is absolutely free!! 

If I get some entries, who knows, I may even have prizes (and an entry 
fee) next year! 

Send entries to: Winter Cross Country League, 15 Clarinda Rd, 
Essendon Vic 3040, fax 03 3303007. 

Gillies Far NQ Competition 

Dates: 17 & 18 September 
Open to intermediate and advanced pilots. Cash prizes for A & B grade 
Entry fee $70 

For more information phone 070 512382 

Eungella 94 

Dates: September 24 to 2 October 

Prizes: $5000 cash prizes plus giveaways, $500 spot landing competi
tion 
Entry fee: $120, restricted to 50 pilots; A. B & C Grade (Intermediate 
gliders only) 
Requirements: must have intermediate rating, parachute and data back 
camera 
Send cheque to: Eungella 94, PO Box 7695, Cairns Qld 4870 
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For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick 
Gill 070553193 

Manilla Mug 

Date: 1-3 October (long weekend NSW) 
Entry fee $20 includes presentation dinner. 
Registration at the Royal Hotel on Saturday morning or on the hill . 
Phone Bill Olive 049 213800 W. 

1994 Canungra Classic 

Date: 8-15 October, 16 October as reserve 

Prize money: $5000 - $10000 cash + major prizes 

Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland 

Maximum Entries: 70 

Entry fee: $160 includes dinner on presentation night (NQI the same 
caterers as last year!), seafood & pasta night, 2 x BBQ, 1st film, 
Canungra Classic stubby cooler and the best fun you've had in ages. 
Red Faces Night: start getting your acts ready now. 
Real Points Competition: has already commenced. 
Refund Policy: If notified prior to closing date (14 August 1994) full 
refund less $10 administration costs. If notified after closing date, 
refund or part thereof subject to a decision made by the organising 
committee, with such decision being final. 

Order of Acceptance of Entry: Top 20 seed (from current national 
ladder) and then upon receipt of entry fee. After closing date, all entries 
over 70 to go on reserve list in order of receipt of entry fee. No entries 
will be accepted after closing date. 

Entry Requirement!:: Intermediate rating, data back camera, fun per
sonality, full payment of entry fee reQuired to secure position. 
Entries close: 14 August 1994 
Send entries payable to: Canungra Classic Account, 43 Duncan St, 
Canungra Qld 4275. 

For more info contact Dave Staver/Linda Riggs 075 435859 or Ken 
Hill 075 435631. 

Rainbow Beach Comp 

December 27-311994 

This comp is designed for the novice to intermediate pilot as well as 
accommodating for advanced pilots. We hope to see a good show for 
this fun competition this Christmas. 
For further information please contact the Sunshine Coast Club. 

1994 Australian Paragliding Open 

Date: 10-18 December 1994 
Location: Manilla 

Overseas Competitions 

2nd International Pal'agliding 
Tournament, China 

Date: 10 - 17 September 1994 

Location: Linzhou city (original Linxian county) Henan provirice, 
central China. Please contact the HGFA office for furth er information. 

1994 World Aerobatic Championship Telluride 

Date: July 21-23. 15th annual event. All pilots must pre-qualify before 
entry. Fcc US$2oo with 100% of fee to go towards cash purse. 

Contact: Leo Vanderbosch (303) 7286972 

BC Provincial Paragliding Championships, Canada 

July 23-29, Okawagan BC 

Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 STN. R., Kelowna BC Canada 
VIX 4K5, ph 16047652359, fax 1 604765 8200 

III Paragliding Open, Linhares Serra da Estrela, Spain 

1-7 August 1997 

Contact INATEL, Calcsada de Santana 180, 1198 Lisboa Codex, tel: 
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Adam Hunt launching at Blackheath 
photo supplied by David Middleton 

US Nationals Mt Princeton, Buena Vista, Colorado 

Date: August 13-20. Entry fee $325 
Contact: Jim Zeiset phone/fax (719) 5393900 

Gajah Mungkur Cup, Indonesia 

Date: August 18th to 30th 1994. Location: Wonogiri, Central Java 

The competition will involve both teams and individual entries but 
will be limited to a maximum of fifty entrants. Entry fee: US$l00 
A full information package can be obtained from the HGFA office or 
from: 
Gajah MungJrur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo, Surakarta (Solo), Jawa 
Tengah, Indonesia. Ph/fax Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel: 62271 48304 & 
6227142579, Fax: 6227148104, OR: FASI, attn: Roy Sadewo, Fax: 
6221 7508843 or 7250979. 

Please advise HGFA if you are interested in attending. 

"Coupe Icare" 1994 

15th to 18th September 1994 
Entries to: Martine Lange, !care Festival Organisation, Office Du 
Tourisme, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, ph: 7608 33 99, Fax: 7697 
2056 

'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup 
1st Popstar Carnival in Rio 

Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil 

Date: 11-12 February 1995 

Although not valid for any ranking this competition is open to all 
qualified hang gliding and paragliding pilots with creativity and a 
sense of humour. It will take place before the Rio Carnival and is 
expected to receive large press and TV coverage. The judges will be 
personalities from TV and show business. 

Contact Eduardo De Souza, Av.N.S. de Copacabana, 680-s. 404 
22.050-030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 
005521-255-3644 

Paragliding World Cup Association Competition Dates 
1994 Season 

24 - 30 July: Peidrahita - Spain 
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia Duque de Alba 2, 05500 
Piedrahita, Avila, Tel : (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215 

16 - 21 August: Avol"iaz - Franct! 
Open International Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120 
Montrouge, Tel: (33) 1 46562470 

28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonix - Fmnce (final) 
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sporls, Place due telephenque, 74310 Les 
Houches, Tel: (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 50545295 .. 
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HGFA Management Board 
the New Structure 

T he new HGFA Management Board was elected in March, and we had 
our first meeting in April, which was held in Adelaide. We started our 

session with the AGM, which was delayed from last September. At the 
AGM, the Board elected a new executive committee. Rohan Grant is our 
new President (see article June Skysailor) whilst I moved into the relative 
safety of the Vice President's chair. Our new Chief Scribe (Secretary) is 
that well known Canberra Jelly Fish, Mr Shaun Keane. To complete the 
foursome, our finances are once again in the very capable hands of Mark 
Pike. 

The Apri I meeting is thestartofa new constitutional era for the HGFA. 
In the past, the nine Board positions were reserved for a representative 
from each State/Region, with each region appointing its own repre
sentative. Under our new constitution, this was no longer possible, so 
Board members are now voted in by our Australia wide membership. 
However, both the Board and our general membership realise the ad
vantages of regional representation, and this was retlected by the election 
of a Board member from each region. 

Under our new Structure, the HGFA now has a cabinet or Ministerial 
arrangement. Instead of concentrating on looking after the interests of a 
particular region, each Board member has been given a Portfolio repre
senting an HGFA key results area. 

The Portfolios are: 
Safety & Regulations 
Training 
Sport Management 
Participation & Promotion 
Membership Services 
Skysailor 
Competitions/FAI 
Pilot Development 
Special Projects 

Mike Zupanc 
Andrew Humphries 
Mark Pike 
Rohan Grant 
Shaun Keane 
Dave Lamont 
Paul Mollison 
Jenny Ganderton 
Rob Woodward (currently 
National Sports Aviation Centre) 

The HGFA works with a 5 year Development Plan. The Board 
members listed above will be developing and monitoring the parts of the 
plan that cover their areas. We have only 9 Board members, but our 
membership is nearly 3,000. So, if any of you out there have any ideas, 
input or comments, please don't hesitate to contact the relevant Board 
member, or, if you prefer, your own regional member. 

Please remember that the HGFA is Y OUR organisation. The mem bers 
of the Board are your fellow hangies, who you have elected to represent 
YOUR interests in the management of OUR sport. 

Pleasant Flying 
Andrew Humphries, Vice President .. 

POSITION VACA NT 

~~ 
Airsports is a busy Hang Gliding School based in 
Perth. We will shortly be requiring the services of 

a Hang Gliding Instructor for teaching Basic Training, 
Tow Launching and Ridge Soaring. 

For further information please contact Andrew 
Humphries on 

09 381 6053 
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Operations Manager's 

Report 
Thankfully the vast majority of HGFA 

members think far differently to Geoffrey Mar
tin. Though I know he writes such garbage to 
gain a reaction, I cannot let his letter in May 
Skysailor go without some comment. He will no 
doubt get somesicksatisfaction from stirring me 
to reply to such dribble, but here goes anyway. _ 

Geoffrey's statement that we are operating 
on the fringe of the law is way off beam. Unlike 
Geoffrey, a sane person has no wish to break 
any regulations, though many feel that our 
height limits have in the past been unreasonable. 
Other restrictions and regulations are respected 
by all thinking hang glider pilots. These rules 
are In place to ensure both public and pilot 
safety. Contrary to Geoffrey's claims that we 
all break the requirements of CAO 95.8 con
stantly, the average pilot has a high regard for 
safety (and a degree of morality!) and would 
rather live life (and fly) on the right side of the 
law. As for low level operations, Geoffrey 
should note that the requirements of CAO 95.8 
and the HGFA Operations Manual (in particular 
Section 6.4.8) allow us to operate legally within 
reasonably close proximity to built up areas. 

As for Geoffrey's talk of sites within CfA, 
the only way we can gain further freedom is to 
build a reputation Of being responsible aviators, 
able to operate cooperatively and safely with 
other airspace users. Rather than acting like 
contumelious maniacs, we must continue to 
develop and upgrade our operational, safety and 
training systems and work together to operate 

within them. 

Perhaps Geoffrey should forget hang glid
ing and take up marbles, though there would 
probably be too many rules for him! 

PHG Pilot Examiners 
Two new HGFA Pilot Examiners have been 
appointed. Tony Dennis of Benalla and Paul 
Haines of Stanwell Park join the existing five 
Pilot Examiners. Congratulations to Tony and 
Paul! 

Whenever you release, no 

matter what the reason or what 

kind of towing you are doing, 

always ensure that you are free 

of the tow rope! 

Hang Gliding Operations At Airports 
Recently a group of pilots decided on a towing 
weekend at Hillston, a small town in western 
NSW. They arrived at the airport and spoke with 
the local airport users. The locals were un
familiar with CAO 95.8 and consented to hang 
gliding towing at the airport. When the CAA 
were requested to issue a NOT AM to alert pilots 
heading to Hi liston, i t soon became apparent tha t 
the hang glider pilots were also ignorant of the 
requirements of CAO 95.8. Luckily the CAA 
Flight Inspector involved was a good bloke and 
was willing, and able, to grant the necessary 

Russell Skillen flying the "Cutaway", Central Coast NSW 
photo by Vicki Hoipa 
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approval without the required notice. However, 
he asked that I stress to our members that the 
requirements in regard to variations to CAO 
95.8 must be fulfilled! Please note that CAO 
95.8 Section 4.11 reads: "Where It Is proposed 
to fly a hang glider In circumstance other 
than those specified in CAO 95.8 ... applica
tion must be made to the appropriate (CAA) 
Regional Director not less than twenty-eight 
days prior to the proposed flights". Such ap
plications incur a fee, usually around $150. 

It is possible, on application, to gain per
manent approval for hang gliding operations at 
licensed airports, though at present Tumut is the 
only airport in Australia with such an approval. 
All other airports must be avoided by the 
required 8 or 16 km as required by the CAO. 
If you or your club wish to gain variations to 
CAO 95.8, please contact me to ensure that the 
application can be made in the required manner, 
thus minimising CAAcharges. 

PHG Sarety Directives 
VHF Radios: Many of our PHG pilots are using 
VHF radios and relying on them to provide an 
alert forotherairspace users. I have been advised 
that radios mounted inside the PHGwith a stand
ard aerial attached to the radio can be intermit
tent and unreliable. This can lead to problems in 
circuit where the pilot of another aircraft posi
tioned to the rear of the PHG cannot hear circuit 
calls at all, and conversely the PHG pilot will 
not hear calls from the other aircraft. A remote 
antenna Is recommended. Mounted on the 
king post, an antenna provides a far stronger 
and more reliable signal. 

Helmets: Another problem with a Com
munica helmet coming adrift has been reported. 
This time the pilot was forced to make an emer
gency landing after the prop disintegrated when 
struck by the helmet. These helmets may require 
modification to ensure that the strap does not 

become dislodged. 

Fuel filters: PHG pilots should keep a 
regular check on the glass filter in the fuel line 
of their aircraft to enable any sign of contami na
tion of the fuel to be detected. A problem has 
become apparent with the cork seal used In 
conjunction with the fuel cap, where the cork 
had begun to flake and particles of cork had 
passed through the fuel filter and lodged in one 
of the carburettor jets, causing the engine to stall 
whilst idling. 

Suspcnsion: A pilot landing an "Airborne 
Buzzard" PHG in long grass had one of the 
compression struts fail, causing the PHG to 
come to a sudden stop and the prop to impact the 
ground. The PHG had been rebuilt by the pilot 
after being extensively damaged and the com
pression strut had been replaced with a single 
tube, rather than the standard sleeved tube. If 
you are flying a Buzzard, especially if suspen
sion is fitted, ensure that the compression struts 
are sleeved. As always, if you are unsul·c as to -
the structural intcgrity of your aircraft, have 
it inspccted by the manuractul"(!r. 

Selling Aircrart 
Anyone selling a hang glider, paragliger or PI IG 
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has a moral "duty of care" to ensure that the 

person buying the aircraft has the appropriate 
skills to safely fly it. This applies to the sale of 
both new and used aircraft. Many pilots have 
been injured when attempting to fly an aircraft 
requiring skills they do not have. 

When flying a high performance hang 
glider or paraglldcr for thc first timc, a rcturn 
to the training slope Is recommended. High 
performance gliders can require far different 
launch, landing and flying skills . It is better to 
acquire these on a training slope at low altitude 
rather than launching from a high site. If In 
doubt, gain advice fn:nll your Insh'uctor as to 
thc spcctnc skills required to fly your par
ticular alrcran. 

Similarly powered hang gliders ca n differ 
greatly between models in regard to the control 
inputs required. When flying a PHG that Is 
ncw to you, fly with your Insh-uctOl' until you 
gain thc skills rcquh-cd. 

It has been suggested that HGFA pilots be 
required to gain an endorsement to fly specific 
models of aircraft, as is required in general avia
tion. I would prefer to see this avoided as a 
requirement, but ask that all pilots consider the 
above recommendations and ask those buying 
their equipment to do the same. 

Pilot Logs 
I have been requested to clarify the requirements 
in regard to hours logged by pilots . Pilots 
should log only the time thcy spend liS pilot In 
command. If you are a passenger, or under 
instruction and not in command of the aircraft, 
those hours l:.1nnot be co unted as hours accumu
lated for pilot certificates. Where a student is 
under instruction and shares the piloting duties 
with the instructor, an estimation or the time as 
pilot in command should be made . 

Accidents 
An experienced hang glider pil ot was 1:lI1d ing in 
~ tight landing paddock lind althuugh lither 
paddocks were availahle, they Wl' l"\' nllt IL~ 
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close to the pub! On the downwind leg he 

released the VB cord from its cleat and did not 
notice that the cord had not retracted. As tbe 
paddock was surrounded by obstacles, he flew 
inwith plenty of speed to cope with the expected 
turbulence and as he passed over the fence at the 
base of the paddock the VB cord snagged on the 
fence. The pilot and glider came to a rapid bait 
with the keel resting on the fence and the control 
framecollapsing,resultingina broken ann. This 
accident could have been avoided If the pilot 
had released thc VB cord at a sufficlcnt al
titude, or chosen to walk a IIttlc f.urthcrto the 
pub! Time must be made available to allow for 
a check to ensure that the VB cord has retracted 
and if not, to take steps to rectify the problem or 
safely stow the cord before landing. Regularly 
chcck your glidcr's VB system and cnsure 
that It Is well malntalncd and moving freely. 

A low airtime pilot had a rope break at 400 
feet whilst car towing, inducing a severe stall. 
The pilot regained control of the glider and 
assumed that his weak link had broken and 
proceeded to land. He failed to realise that the 
rope had broken near the ground and he was 
dragging about 400 feet of rope. Fortunately, 
although he dragged the rope over a fence, he 
landed safely. A lucky escape! The pilot had also 
neglected to un-clip his radio and was unable to 
be alerted to the fact that he was dragging the 
rope. Whenevcr you releasc, no mattcr what 
thc reason or what kind of towing you are 
doing, always cnSU1'C timt you are frec of the ' 
tow rope! 

I must thank my brother Breit for providing 
the recent article regarding helmets (May 

Skysailor). Through his employer, Breit can ac
cess the "Internet" data base and provide hang 

gliding in/ormatiol1 from overseas. Breit is 
saying h" is going to give hang gliding away 
(mortgag", J.lmily commitments and all that) -
first things first - .fol1't do it Burt! 

Fly s:lfcly,Crllig Worth .. 

( 

~ 
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I ICOM! 

ICOM 40G+ UHF RADIO 
AU6tralia'6 m06t popular handheld UHF 
radio. Your choice, a powerful 5 watt or 
a long life 3 watt Ni-Cad battery a6 
6tandard eqUipment. Great range of ac
ce66orie6 available including the multi
function ICOM head6et. Gntee 12 mth6, 

4OGPIUf) 
HS51 Heaeleet 
Protective Caee 

$570 
$ 95 
$ 26 

FREE ICOM "en with each 40G 
oreler, only while 5tock la5t5 ! 

(Your battery choice ... BP7, 5w 450 
mAh, or CM96, 3w 1200 mAh) 

NEXT DAY' DELIVERY ONLY $16 

ICOM A-20 AIRBAND 

I 

At la6t a reliable airband handheld VHF 
radio I Full 6ca n, backlit panel & VOR I 
navigation function. Trike hed6et6/ 
helmet6 available. Get one and fly legal JJ I 
FREE ca6e, FREE AC & DC charger6.... I 

WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE. I 
A-20M K11 $ CALL I 
NEXT DAY' DEI.IVERY $ 18 I 

SAiELLliE NAV I 
2001 technology in the palm of your I 
hand today. Your own per60nal naviga- I 
tion 6y6tem. Small, 6pa6hproof and ac-
curate. See to believe JJ I 
DISCOUNT PRICE GP-22 $ CALL 

HALL AIRSPEED 
The original & the be6t pocket 6iZIJ 6lid

ling di6k air6peed indicator J 

AIRSPEED $ 34 P06t $ 4 .00 
BRACKETS $ 9 para glider, 

$ 14 hang glider. 

Order by phonilifax or mail J 

We now U6e ANSETf' overnight IlXpre66 
when reque6ted for no extra charge. 

Bankcard, Ma6tercard,vi6a ca rd all OK. 
Price6 tax exempt for aircraft U6e. 

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES 
SUNBURY AIRFIELD 

SUNBURY, VIC, 3429 
(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1305 

24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869 

~----- ----_ .. 
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II An Adventure Of a Lifetime II 
Once again we filled our tanks and jerries to the 

brim. After abandoning one trike on the beach that 
morning, everyone checked and rechecked that their 
gear was safely tied in. We were now ready for the long 

flight to Lockhart River. The only problem being that at 
around the halfway point we would need to find some
where to land in order to refuel. Only a minor technical 
detai I and not one that would stop our adventurers. 

The flight from Marina Plains to the coast was very 
bumpy, but luckily it only took a few minutes. As soon 
as we crossed the beach the thermals disappeared. From 
here we had a smooth ride with little to do but sit back 
and enjoy the scenery. Kevin and Vicki, Forrest and 
Alison and Christina and I played around taking 
photographs of each other. About two hours into the 
flight we started looking for somewhere to land, finally 
decidingon a salt pan behind the beach. The ground here 
was sun-dried mud with an intricate pattern of fine 
cracks so that it looked like the surface of another planet. 

About a hundred feet away from where we all 
landed there was a large flat circle of white salt. From 
the air it looked like an ideal spot to land but when a few 
of us walked towards it the white salty crust soon gave 

way to the deep soft mud underneath . We had been 
previously warned to avoid the white areas of these salt 
pans for just this reason. 

After refuelling from the jerries we continued on 
towards Lockhart River. Landing about an hour and a 
half laterwe were greeted by a local who generously ran 
us into town for fuel and supplies. As it turned out we 
only just made it. Apparently it was a Friday afternoon 
(how were we supposed to know), the only super

market/service station in town was just closing for the 
weekend. After some sweet talking he decided to stay 
open to allow us to fill our forty jerry cans. 

Later at the airport we were allowed to spend the 
night in a vacant house. There was a mad rush for the 
showers (Judy was first agai n) and after getti ng cleaned 
up we enjoyed the use of a real kitchen. This may not 
seem like much of a privilege but after three weeks in 
the air it was pure heaven . 

'Ibe next morning we 

most memorable. Shortly after leaving Lockhart River 
we flew around Shelbourne Bay. From a few thousand 
feet above, the water close to shore appeared to be full 
of dark seaweed. But as I descended, what I thought was 
seaweed was actually a multitude of stingrays. 

The entire coastline of the bay, about 15 miles long 
and about 300 metres out to sea, was dotted with 
thousands and thousands of stingrays . It was an un
believable sight! There were so many stingrays that 
there was not much white sand visible through the water. 
Just north of this bay we followed the coast at about 500 
feet. We spotted many sharks, turtles and even a few 
crocodiles. 

We finally arrived at Bamaga Airport shortly after 
lunch. We all gathered for a photograph underneath a 
sign welcoming us to Cape York. We were now only 15 
minutes away from the top of Australia. We got fuel 
from Seisia, a town about 30 kilometres away on the 
west coast. As we were running out of daylight, it was 
decided to wait till the morning to fly the last leg. 

After a good night's sleep Christina and I woke early 
to find conditions were perfect. The air was full of 
excitement with everyone preparing for the las t leg. 

After years of dreaming and months of planning the day 
of reckoning was finally here. Larry and Judy (instruc
tors from South Australia) and Christina and I were the 
first ready. We departed together and headed to the east 

coast. About 3 minutes into the flight I started to get a 
sharp pain in my side. After a few minutes more I could 
hardly see let alone think clearly. 

I radioed to Larry that I had to land and lining up 
with the beach I took my foot off the accelerator. At this 
stage the pain in my side was so acute that I didn ' t care 
whether I was landing head wind, tail wind or even on 
soft sand. I just had to land while I still could. Somehow 
we touched down safely. I climbed out of the Trike 

staggered away and collapsed onto the sand. 

The next thing I remember there was a crowd of 

people gathered around. I was carried over to a Trike 
and flown back to an awaiting ambulance (thanks 
Chris). The ride to the hospital, over a corrugated road, 

was not the most pleasant experience. As we arrived at 
the hospital the pain in my side started to ease. By the 
time the doctor had arrived I felt fine . After a few tests 
I was told that I had passed a kidney stone. The nurse 
commented to me that once she had passed a kidney 

Last mon th our 
squadron of 
aviation's finest 
had managed to 
reach Marina 
Plains, situated 
on the edge of 
Princess Char
lotte Bay. From 
Port Douglas we 
were about 
halfway to the 
top of Australia. 
Chris Bolton had 
arranged for fuel 
from Musgrave to 
be transported to 
this desolate 
spot, a one horse 
town about five 
hours away in a 
four wheel drive. 

headed for Bamaga and 
once again we needed to 
refuel somewhere in be-

Luke & Christina Carmody at the top 
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tween . We landed on a 

beach about half way be
tween Lockhart River and 

Bamaga. We ended up 
landing twice; once to 
refuel and the second time 
to wait for a storm cell in 
front of us to pass. Each 
time we stopped we would 

all fossick along the beach 
fi ndi ng all sorts of interes t
ing things. 

We were now only a 
few hours away from the 

top of Australia and the ex
citement was building. 

This last leg was one of the 
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stone and that the pain was 
worse than childbirth. When 
Christina heard this she 
decided never to have kids or 
pass kidney stones (both 

decisions were fine by me). 
The doctor advised that while 
in Far North Queensland we 
should all be drinking at least 
5 litres of water per day. 
Needless to say everybody 
started drinking lots more 
water. 

Well having got so close 

to Cape York only to be 

stopped by a stone smaller 
than I could actually see, I 
decided I was not about to 

give up by any means. We 

headed back to the airport and 
took off once more. This time 
we made it. After circling the tip of Australia a few times 
at 500' we finally landed on Evans Beach a few hundred 
metres south by east of the tip. 

We left the Trikes tied down on the beach and started 
walking along the track to the tip. Half way along we 
suddenly stumbled across an oasis. We had inadvertent

ly walked into an outdoor restaurant hiding in the trees. 

This was the last thing we expected to see but after a 
quick chat with the owners ofPajinka Wilderness Lodge 
we soon sat down and enjoyed their hospitality. Later 

that afternoon we continued on our walk to the top, 

eventually claiming all lands south of this point in the 

name of our pilots. 

That evening we al l attended a celebration dinner at 
the Wilderness Lodge to reflect on our achievement. To 
give you some idea of the distance we had actually 
flown, if we had travelled in a straight line from Sydney 
heading west we would have overshot Perth. If we had 
headed north west we could have landed at Dili airport 

in Timor. Heading due north would have put us on the 

equator, doubling this would have put us in Tokyo. 
Flying non-stop to the north east we could have landed 

anywhere in Fiji. 

After having flown from Sydney to the top of 

Australia, Christina and I were full of mixed emotions. 

Feelings of elation and pride that we had made it to the 
top safely. While on the other hand, we felt sadness that 

Last airport landing 15 minutes before the Top 

it was now all over. For the first time in three and a half 
weeks we had to pack up our Trikes. It felt so strange, it 
was like we had lost our independence. Over the next 
couple of days we organised to get our Trikes barged 
from Seisia to Cairns, then eventually they were trucked 
home. From Bamaga we caught a plane back to Cairns. 
While on the flight I had the opportunity to ride in the 

COCkpit and even stayed for the landing. 

One of the pilOts had organised a stretch limousine 

to pick us up from Cairns Airport. Having arrived in our 

dirty, smelly clothes carrying tents and sleeping bags the 

Chauffeur initially walked straight passed us . Riding 
back to Port Douglas in a stretch limousine was a fine 

endi ng to a great tri p. We spent the next couple of days 
just relaxing in Port Douglas (thanks Mark and Usa for 
your hospitality). Then after saying goodbye to all our 
new friends we caught the plane horne. It took only two 
hours to fly back to Sydney. 

This trip would not have been possible if it were not 

for the support of many dedicated friends. To them I am 
forever indebted. Special thanks go to:-

Steve and Sue, Don, Tim, Alan, Carlo, Kevin, Dave 
and Lesley, Julien and Vicki, Paul, Jim and Victoria, the 

Civi I Aviation Authori ty, Federal Ai rports Corporation, 
Delta Trucks, Penrite Oils, Centrelink, and B.P. And to 

those of you who cared for us along the way. 

Above all, the ai m of this Charity Flight was to raise 
money for children with C<1ncer. We did this to the tune 

of about Ten Thousand Dollars. 

Not only was it rewarding to 
have had the opportunity to 
meet many cancer patients on 
the trip, but to meet all the Trike 
pilots, passengers and ground 
crew from around Australia. 

Many thanks to all of you who 
participated in this trip. You all 
helped make it one of the most 
spectacular events in Triking 

history. 

If your wondering what is 

next, we're planning to fly from 
Perth to Adelaide then Mel
bourne and back to Sydney in 
mid 1995. Once again we will 
follow the coast and once again 
we will be raising money for 
'Kids with Cancer'. If you're 

interested please write wi th your 

details (include a stamped self 
addressed envelope). 

Luke & Christina Carmody 
Skywise Powered Hang Gliding 
92 Rowe St, Eastwood 
SydneyNSW2122. 

Accommodation for Pilots 
at the Club House Hotel 147 High St Hillston 
@ ~?:5 Facilities include ample parking, 1V lounge, 

~it~~ 
o oo{l\'3 ',/lJil'\ kitchen, laundl)' and public phone In the foyer. 
" .. ""ht .Kr~· ~er " OJ ~\'3 e~v Comfortable surrounds encompass 

re wi"lt'l'\ {l\e \\.ll'\c'I'\ a wide cool verandah, a river that 
fb'l'\~ \.j:~fb"lt, fj h h b ... 

ere~""\ "i\\~'o\e . prOVides ample sing at t e ac" 
Bo. ~\l'\l'\er ~ door and a BBQ area. 

Forth 
e non-ffyin 

of YOur 9 members 
fishing or:~~y. try a 4x4 

The area has 9 tseelng tour. 
orchards and everything from 

h potato /'; 
seep stat' arms to 

IOns ad ' 

Pick up from local and Griffith airports can be arranged 

Phone 069 672514 to arrange your accommodation 

1 hour fr n IS only 
om the 'Wineries. 

package now 
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ICOM Count on us! 

INTRODUCING THE 
FIRST HANDHELD CB 
WITH BUILT-IN 
SELCALL 
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead. 

At lcom our leadership in CB is built on 

innovation. And once again, lCOM is first 

with the latest, the new lC-40GX. 

The smallest handheld UHF CB and 

the first with built-in SELCALL. 

Now when you want one-to

one, uninterrupted 

communication, there's 

no need to go to the 

extra expense of 

retrofitting. 

The lC-40GX 

allows you to 

send or receive 

calls from a specific 

individual or group. 

Each unit is factory

programmed with its own unique 

code and can monitor continuously, in 

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received. 

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no 

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB 

simple and as convenient to use as a handphone. 

It can be a lie 
sav .... 

lacmy with separate 
user programmable 
memory. 

memorise 

Feature after feature, ICOM puts you first. 

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers 

for single button speed calling. You also get call -back 

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations. 

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a HiILo 

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save 

mode on receive. Plus a one touch ChannelS emergency 

channel, and much more. 

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance 

of the new lC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon. 

lcorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575 
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485 
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1994 National Paragliding Ladder 

PARAGLIDING LADDER PREPARED APRIL 94 BY IAN LADYMAN 
(O=OPEN, V=VICTORIAN STATE, F=FLATLAND, MC=MOUNT COLE) 
(92=THE YEAR THE COMPETITION WAS HELD AND TITLED) 
(WHICH IF 

GRADE 
No.PILOTS/REQ PILOTS 
ROUNDS/REQUIRED ROUNDS 

94 

1 CAMERON 
2 RON 
3 BERNIE 
4 IAN 
5 ROB 
6 FRED 
7 GARY 
8 WARWICK 
9 BRIAN 

10 ANDREW 
11 CHARLY 
12 PHIL 
13 RICK 
14 HAMISH 
15 HEINZE 
16 TED 
17 PHIL 
18 HAMISH 
19 SCOTT 
20 TIM 
21 SUZY 
22 PHILLIPA 
23 NEIL 
24 PETER 
25 KEN 
26 YVES 
27 PHILL 
28 HEIKE 
29 ANDREW 
30 TONY 
31 JONATHAN 
32 STUART 
33 GLEN 
34 CHRISTOPH 
35 SHAUN 
36 HEINZE 
37 MARK 
37 STEVIE 
39 GREG 
40 DAVID 
41 ROSEY 
42 SIMON 

YOUNG 
MCKENZIE 
O'REILLEY 
LADYMAN 
SCHROETTNER 
GUNGL 
STEVENSON 
TAWS 
WEBB 
KEMP 
FELLAY 
TAYLOR 
WILSON 
BARKER 
BOBNER 
JENKINS 
BROWN 
ROBERTSON 
STENSON 
KIRKHAM 
GNEIST 
HEAD 
BOLTON 
CHAMPION 
MITCHELHILL 
GILLIAND 
HYSTEK 
HAMMAN 
HORCHNER 
ARMSTRONG 
ALLAN 
ANDREWS 
THOMPSON 
GRUPP 
KEANE 
GLOOR 
MITSOS 
THOMPSON 
WALSH 
TYMMES 
FLETCHER 
WILLS 

092 
AAA 

1 
1 

TOTAL200 

1053 169 
1011 0 

940 0 
928 126 
919 139 
904 0 
872 100 
832 0 
828 0 
735 0 
539 88 
431 0 
427 71 
371 0 
359 0 
356 0 
349 0 
345 0 
341 45 
333 0 
279 0 
259 0 
258 0 
232 0 
223 0 
200 200 
177 0 
163 0 
145 0 
128 128 
127 0 
125 0 
121 0 
111 0 
107 0 
103 0 

97 97 
97 0 
86 0 
72 0 
71 52 
69 0 

V92 093 F93 V93 
A AAAAA A 

1 1 0.9 1 
0.6 0.7 1 1 
100 200 200 200 

67 200 
33 169 
65 186 
83 87 
32 126 
62 0 
52 151 
36 122 

100 0 
o 118 
o 0 
o 0 

55 94 
o 0 

22 73 
10 83 

o 0 
o 155 

39 70 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

18 0 
27 90 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 88 

31 83 
o 0 
o 0 
o 107 

22 0 
o 0 
o 0 

36 0 
o 72 

18 0 
o 69 

145 139 
184 105 

o 85 
200 89 
172 92 

o 200 
o 71 
o 113 
o 183 
o 162 
o 181 
o 69 

III 93 
o 95 
o 0 

82 88 
o 49 

71 0 
185 0 

o 169 
o 0 
o 50 
o 85 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 69 
o 0 
o 0 

38 0 
o 9 
o 0 
o III 
o 0 
o 80 
o 0 
o 97 
o 50 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

MC94094 F94 
B AAA AA 
0.9 1 1 
0.6 1 1 

60 400 300 

60 400 4 
39 326 226 

o 384 218 
o 308 204 
o 315 164 
o 372 270 

31 348 199 
o 366 193 
o 369 175 

39 340 75 
48 0 221 

o 218 143 
o 0 0 
o 275 0 
o 189 73 
o 50 49 
o 0 300 
o 0 118 
'0 0 0 
o 0 163 
o 279 0 

22 185 0 
o 0 172 
o 213 0 
o 0 105 
000 

42 0 135 
o 0 94 
O' 0 145 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

22 0 99 
o 0 0 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

43 CHRISTINE 
44 BRIAN 

DANGER 
TAGGART 
GEARING 
HARROP 

68 
64 
61 
60 
53 
53 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
45 
42 
40 
40 
27 
26 
25 
25 
23 
18 
18 
18 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

45 TIM 
46 BRUCE 
47 LORIE 
47 PETER 
49 MICHAEL 
49 PETER 
49 JAMES 
49 MARK 
53 EDDIE 

BELL 
GRAY 
SPRATT 
MCLEAN 
RYRIE 
ELSTON 

53 
53 
o 
o 
o 
o 

53 CATHERINE 
55 DAVID 

KUMSUZ 
GILLIAND 
DEGUNZBOURG 
TRELOAR 
ELSTON 

45 
45 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

42 
o 
o 

56 RAMON 
56 MARK 
58 GEOFF 
59 GARY 
60 PAUL 
60 FELIX 
62 MARK 
63 JOHN 
63 ANTOINE 
63 TERRY 
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~ 
~~ ~~~ 

C~~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ -. ~ '. ~ ~ 
~~~ 
~'" ~ 
"'. b::! ;:t 
'''-I ~ ~ 
~;:t ...,... 
~~~ ...... ~ ~ 
~~;:t 
~q~ 
~ 
~ 

WHITE 
STOCKTON 
WATSON 
BURKHARD 
RICHARDS 
RAYNER-SHARPE 
TERRAY 
LEE 

tj 

25 
25 

o 
o 
o 
o 

27 
o 
o 
o 

23 
o 

18 
18 
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o 0 
o 0 

61 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

40 0 
40 0 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
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~ ~ 
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68 0 0 0 
64 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 

60 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
000 0 

50 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
000 0 
000 0 
000 0 
o 26 0 0 
000 0 
000 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 18 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
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First Solo on a Trike 
lstApril1994 

At last the time had arrived when I would 

find out if the time I had spent flying with 

my instructor had paid off. It was time to go 

solo. 

The rear seat would no longer be oc
cupied by my instructor. In his place would 
be a jerry can and a cushion for my back 
support, which would also add a bit ofbal

last to replace his weight. 

Last instructions: "You will notice that 

without my weight the trike will climb 

faster, so be judicial with the throttle. You 

are only to fly one circuit and land. This is 

what every student does on his first solo 

flight" . 

With that Paul left me to my own 
devices. 

I sat in the trike and put on my com

munications-system helmet and fastened 

my seat belt. I then wentthrough the routine 

STAIP: 

Secure loose objects; check Throttle 

closed; check All clear around the propeller 

before I switch on the ignition; and Pull the 

starter cord. 

"CLEAR PROP" I shout. 

The motor roars into life, very much like 

my adrenal in at this point. 

Carrying on with the procedure, I check: 

controls are free and clear; helmet and har

ness are fastened; instruments reading nor

mal; enough fuel; no wind; all clear, I put 

my foot down, the trike starts to move. 

"All stations Wollongong, Trike 

16 

Romeo 540 taxying for runway zero eight." 

Beginning to sound like a real pro now, 

I taxi down to the runway. 

This part seems to take forever. You 

have no idea how a three-minute drive can 

seem like hours when you are eager to get 

in the air. 

Finally I arrive at thestartofthe runway: 
"All stations Wollongong, Trike Romeo 

540 lining up on runway zero eight for im

mediate departure". 

All the training had worked, 
I am capable of flying solo! 

Looking in all directions to check for 

other aircraft. After all I don't want my first 

flight to be in the news ..... "Cessna lands on 

top of trike attempting take off at Wollon

gong airport". I put my foot down again, 

following the painted dashes down the mid

dle of the runway. The speed of the trike 

begins to build; 20 ... 25 ... 30 mph ... "Start 
pushing the bar ou~ - gently!" I can almost 
hear Paul say. 35 mph ... the trike begins to 

lift off. 

Suddenly I shoot up to the stars. Then I 

hear Paul's voice in my head again "Judi

cially". I ease back on the throttle, the angle 

looks a bit more normal... I'm in the air ... 

I'm flying! 

I don't know what it is like for other 

pilots. For me, I am singing inside, ecstatic, 

whatever you like to call it. In these mo

ments, the last thing I am thinking about is 

the technicalities of flying. I amjustenjoy

ing the experience. 

Climbing to 1,000 feet I level out - the 

trike is so light without a passenger, it's like 

floating. I do a standard circuit procedure, 

which is like a huge square, to line me up 
with the runway again and this time for a 
landing. 

Upon my second to last leg I give 

another call: "All stations Wollongong, 

Trike Romeo 540 turning base for runway 

zero eight". Drat, I forget to say "full stop" 

to indicate that my flight comes to an end 

on this leg of the journey, then I remember 

Pauls last words: "I don't care if you stuff 

up all your radio calls, just focus complete
lyon flying the trike safely," so I let it go. 

I make my last tum to final. Lining up 

the runway, I am now at 500 feet descend

ing, 400 .... 300 .... 200 feet. I pull in the bar 

to bring on some speed through the last 200 

feet. I look at the ground racing towards me, 

1m really on my own, there is no-one to take 

over ifl stuff up this landing. 

Fixing my eyes on the runway rushing 

up to meet me, again I hear Paul's calm 

voice in my head: "Look about midway up 

the runway, don't focus on the ground be
cause what you focus on, you will get and 
we don't want to drill a hole in the runway, 

dowe?" I Ietmy gaze look more towards the 

middle of the runway, then I start to ease up 

the descent by pushing out the bar gently. 

I hit an air pocket, so the trike descends 

faster, so I give back more. I push out the 

bar faster which subsequently slows down 

my descent, and then the nose pops up be

cause the trike thinks I want to go up again. 
Not so! I pull in the bar slightly again to 

keep the trike level. This process goes on, 

all the way to the ground. When finally, the 

rear wheels touch and then the nose wheel 

comes down. I've made it! I did it! I'm 

down in one piece! 

Inwardly going berserk, I taxi to the 

hangar. 

All the training had worked, I am 

capable of flying solo! Thank you Paul 

Haines - you must be one of the best instruc
tors I have come across. 

byMikeSmith .. 
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\.ift City. 
Sooth Africa 

by GraemeHall 

I arrived in Cape Town mid morn
ing and went straight to the info centre. Within 
minutes the lady behind the desk had two phone 
numbers of local hang gliding pilots and directions to the 
nearest phone. 

The conversation went something like, "A pilot from Australia ... good 
timing. Next weekend we are off to Porterville, one of our better inland 
sites. What, no gear?! Doesn't matter, we'll get some for you." 

You can't get friendlier than that! The guy on the phone was Dick 

Mockel who with another pilot be the name of Chris Readman ran the only 

hang gliding school in Cape Town. 

Dick said he had a spare harness with chute for me and with the hand 

full of numbers he had given me, the search for a gl ider began. I rang Mark 

Morberry first. Sure he had an QlQ glider. He wouldn't fly it himself and 

it wound take about 2 hours to put it back together again, but sure, I could 

borrow it for the following weekend. The search continued! 

Finding most people weren't at home, being a Saturday, I checked in 
at a backpackers in town. Most conveniently it looked straight over the 
back of Siewal Hill and Lions Head, two of the Cape's coastal sites. 
Looking from the back didn't give me a good perspective so I decided to 
walk up and find a launch and check it out. On one last look before leaving 

I spotted someone flying. After a half hour run I was there. This site was 
great. Looking very much like Hawaii with the sea lapping up against a 

huge mountain ridge. 

There was one glider in the landing area, two in the air and one guy 
busy setting up. I started talking to the only guy left, Mark Morris. He was 

a pilot as well but on a rest day. I can't remember what was said but within 

minutes I found out that he wasn't going the following weekend and he 
had a Magic 4 that he would be more than happy to let me use, and would 
I mind driving hiscardown to LZas hewas driving his mate's. The landing 
zone had everything required. Nice tlat cricket field next to the ocea n, wind 
sock and yes a pub within 50 metres. 

The weekend arrived all too soon as usual. After a quick trip around 

Cape Town we headed out to pick up Mark Morris' glider that he was so 
nice to have lent me. We arrived at his parent's place where he leaves it 

only to find they weren't home. 

Back on the road Gary Smith made a major sacrifice. He said he only 

wanted to fly one day and that I could fly his Duck 180 on the other. What 

a nice guy. 

We arrived at launch and what a launch it was. "Dasklipp". This site 
is hard to describe. It had the heat of the Owens and the long steep ridge 

of Golden in Canada; the best of both worlds. 

With 2 pilots in the air and about 3 in fields below I set the Duck up. 

Soon after I found myself standing on a well-built ramp with a 10 knot 

breeze coming up the face, plus thermals . Trying not to think that I hadn't 

been in the air since the Owens Valley well over twelve months ago, I 

levelled my wings, lowered the nose and with a good hard run, I was 

July 1994 

Dasklipp Ridge, South Africa 

airborne. 

Flying straight into a cycle I started to put the 180 square feet of sail 

above me into a turn. Feeling very powerful (eg like a B52 bomber) I began 
to climb. Five minutes later I was looking over the back of the ridge. Just 
this view alone was enough to make the whole weekend worth it. From 
the steep rocky ridge I was on, it dropped off into a flat valley with farms 
and crops. Beyond this was a hugh ridge of mountain slowly climbing up 

from the valley floor and going as far as the eye could see. 

About ten kilometres up the ridge I found my best thermal of the day 

taking me to 5600 feet ASL, or about 4000 feet above take off. Drifting 

with it, I remembered the parting words of Gary. "If you get up, go over 

the back if you like. As you've come all this way you might as well get 

the most out of it." So I did. 

Leaving the ridge and going over the back, what a feeling, total 

freedom. Love this sport. Safel y into the next valley I started headi ng north 
looking for lift. In the distance I could see Citrustown and just past that I 
could see another hang glider. After a very pleasant cruise down this valley 
I set up for a landing, 7 km short of Citrustown. 

The 15 of us (me and 14 local children) soon had the Duck all packed 
away. Unfortunately not many of the pilots land on this road as just over 

the valley is a small air field, so my pick up crew took 2 hours to find me. 

Sorry guys! 

That evening at the camp ground 3 km from launch, the sheep jokes 

ran thick and fast, but it was a very good night with a lot of good people. 
Thanks fellas! • 

Dasklipp has a launch of 1500 feet ASL and the 
average height of the ridge is 1150 feet. Highest 
peak is 2600 feet and the longest distance flown 
is 204 km. 

Oniy$320 

UVEX 
The world's lightest full face 

helmet made from the world's 

strongest fibres. Available in 

s/m/l/xl/xxl. Also available from 

Aerial Technics 042 942545 

Phone 075 463021 
Dealer enquiries welcome 
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New world record 

.I.OU I) 
~ AfOUT ...... 

Enterprise Wings Industry News 

Firstly our apologies to Drew Cooper for our 
error in our last news. As Drew quite rightly 
pointed out he has been top points ranked pilot 
in Australia for the last two years and the desig
nated Australian National Champion. Mark 
Newland's effort in being top placed Australian 
pilot at the Nationals makes him Australian 
Sporting Champion. A confusion of terminol
ogy that we will not make again. 

Southern NSW Hang Gliding 
Notes 

Notice to All Pilots 
A weather report answering machine is again 
back in service giving an up-to-date report on 
oonditions for Stanwell Park and surrounding 
sites. 

Phone 042 942519. 

MtKiera Warning! 
All pilots intending to fly Mt Kiera are reminded 
not to land on Wollongong Beach until further 
notice. 

Stllnwell Park - Mt Kiera - TOllgarra 
Notice! 
To all pilots flying Tongarra or if flying into the 
16 kID radius of Albion Park aerodrome i.e. 
when flying south of Mt Kembla from Stanwell 
Park or Mt Kiera. 

You MUST ring CAA (Sydney Flight Ser
vices) on 02 5566655 and quote approval No. 
HJ91-02. Inform them of the number of pilots 
intending to fly and the anticipated duration of 
the flight. Please ring before leaving home! 

West Week EXPO 

June 6-11 was West Australia Week, an 
annual event that celebrates and promotes life 
and tourism in the Golden West. A major event 
of the week is the West Week Expo, held in 
Forrest Chase. 

The centrepiece of the expo was a Hang 
Glider suspended from the centre of the Expo 
Pavilion. One of the most popular stands was the 

.... Entry and intermediate 
performance at an affordable 
price. The Moye5 single surface 
XL, and the HGMA Certified double 
surface XT. Both available in 
2 sizes 145 
and 165. 

Airsports Hang Gliding School stand, crewed by 
Sue Beetson and Andrew Humphries. 

Due to the nature of the sport in W.A. 
(towing in the wheatbelt, or ridge soaring 
hundreds of kIDs away) the sport here suffers 
from a lack of exposure. For this reason, the 
West Week Expo was an ideal vehicle to 
promote awareness of our sport in W.A. Our 
videos attracted a lot of attention (Thanks 
Vibes!) and many hundreds of brochures were 
given out. 

Weather Report Phone In 

Avoid the guesswork. Before driving to 
Blackheath call John for an on-site, up-to-date 
weather check on 047 878654. Not before 8 am 
please! 

New FAI World Records 

FAI has homologated the following class 
0-3 paragl idi ng records. 

Pilot: 
Nationality: 
Passenger: 
Glider: 
Category: 
Site: 
Type of Record: 
Performance: 
Date: 
New world record 
Type of Record: 
Performance: 
Date: 

Urs Haari 
Switzerland 
Alexandra Stohr 
Edel Space 40 
Tandem 
Vryburg South Africa 
Gain of height 
4150m 
30 November 1992 

Straight distance 
110.7 kID 
28 November 1992 

Elsewhere the oompetition results have con
tinued to be good. In New Zealand four of the 
cross country league meets were won by 
Enterprise pilots. Bill Degen the Queenstown 
meet, Colin Rhodes at Napier, Geoff Chris
tophers in Auckland and Gavin Griffith-Jones at 
Omarama (site of the 1995 World Gliding 
Championships) . 

The Easter meet in Savona Canada saw five 
Enterprise pilots in the top ten with D Glass, J 
Shaule and K Caldwell sweeping the top three 
places. At the Lariano Triangle in Como italy, 
Enterprise Wings won the Teams Trophy with 
Randy Haney 2nd, Chris Muller 3rd and E 
Nicoli 4th. 

Bob Baier oontinued his good form winning 
the opening German cross country league and 
then placing third at the German Nationals 
(highest placed German). 

Mark Newland is at present competing in 
Europe at the Italian Nationals and will go on to 
the Monte Cuero meet and the Pre Worlds in 
Ager, Spain. This extended tour will also allow 
him to spend time with our representatives in 
most of the Alpine countries. 

Sales in the northern hemisphere have been 
strong this year and we have had to increase our 
staff levels as well as our production hours to 
meet the demand. In particular the Desire 141 
has been very successful and comprises a large 
percentage of our population. The 151 A-frame 

.... The Moye5 XS 3 is the 
perfect choice for the 
intermediate to advanced pilot. 
• Excellent Performance. 
• Light weight. 
• Faired rubber back uprights 
• Easy and fun to fly. 

... Exceptionally clean & 
easy to use setup hardware. 

.... The most comfortable, stylish and 
streamlined harness available the New 
Moye5 XTREME . 



version has proven very popular with the taller 
lighter pilots. 

The Enterprise Wings Team 

Advance Omega 3 

ADVANCE releases a new high perfor
mance paraglider, the Omega 3. 

Competition and XC pilots alike have been 
eagerly awaiting the release of the new high 
performance gI ider from Advance. Based on the 
World Championship winning glider of Hans 
Bollinger, the Omega 3 represents the latest in 
design and performance and is the result of 
thousands of hours of testing and fine tuning. 
Robert Graham, the Omega 3's designer sub
jected the new profile to advanced investiga
tions to obtain its neutral behaviour. It has 
excellent stability in pitch, while retaining the 
necessary energy to make a clean entrance into 
strong thermals. The pilots can thus exploit 
strong lift without making several attempts to 
enter the thermal. 

The suspension lines have also been studied 
at length to reduce air resistance without 
sacrificing security. The long lines give good 
pitch and pendulum stability without diminish
ing manoeuvrability. There is also no pause or 
gap between the inputs of the pilot and those of 
the glider; the balance, feel and harmony is 
perfect. The 29 sqm size has an aspect ratio of 
5.3 and span of 12.44 m. The wing is made up 
of 70 cells for a clean profile which is an Ad
vance trademark as is the quali ty of manufacture 
and materials used which are second to none. 

Phone Parafunalia for more information on 
045721594. 

NewVario 

Moyes Delta Gliders now have in stock a 
new vario-altimeter Flight Deck, Model M1ge 
for hang gliders, paragliders and ultralights. The 
M1ge is in a compact housing made of tough RF 

shielded polycarbonate plastic. A 9 volt battery 
mounts on the inside of the unit. 

The heart of the FI ight Deck is a temperature 
and altitude compensated silicon pressure 
transducer that measures altitude and vertical 
airspeed. 

For more information please phone Moyes 
on 02 3875622. 

Flight Design Paragliders 

Air Support, the sole Australian importer for 
the well known Flight Design paragliders of 
Germany is proud to announce the release of the 
latest of the range. 

The "A4" and the "B3" paragliders are both 
completely new developments from the Flight 
Design stable. Both incorporate a brand new 
high performance profile with excellent pitch 
stability and high internal pressures. The new 
profile results in an excellent glide as described 
by independent test reports, and also allows the 
use of the speed system without a noticeable loss 
of glide or sink rate performance. 

The" A4" is the best choice for the novice to 
intermediate pilot who wishes to go far. The 
handling is very docile and direct with no ten
dency to flat spin, and has 12 straight "A's" in 
each model. The performance however, is any
thing but intermediate with a 7+ glide and 1.1 
m/s sink rate! 

The "B3" is for the more experienced pilots 
who wish to go over the top. The handling is 
very direct with no tendency to flat spin, and 
exhibits no critical behaviour in any f1ightsitua
tion tested under certification. The 3 different 
sizes have 70 to 74 cells resulting in a very 
smooth wing shape. The performance is radical 
with an 8+ glide and 1.0 m/s sink rate. Check 
these wings out! 

Also available are paragliders from Ailes de 
K, &leI and Nova . Dealer enquiries are welcome 
from schools. 

Contact Forrest on 02 9797212 or 02 

.6. World Champion Moyes XTRALlTE, Available in 2 
sizes; the HGMA Certified 137, 147 and soon to be 
released 164. 
• Incredible performance with 
improved glide ratio. 
• Lighter weight. 
• Faster easier setup. 
• Lighter handling. 
• Traditional Moyes quality. 

4502674, or Mike on 02 9754114 or 02 
4517127. 

Wills Wing Grounding Lifted 

Followi ng last month's report of the ground
ing of Wills Wing Ramair 154 gliders it has been 
advised that the company has developed and 
tested a modification for both the Ramair 154 
and 146 which significantly raises the pitch 
stabili ty level and margin of compliance on both 
gliders. 

The modifications involved slight adjust
ments to the airfoil of some interior battens, 
adjusting the bridle compensator and installing 
a new bridle set. Complete instructions for 
retrofitting the modifications are available free 
of charge from Wills Wing dealers worldwide. 

The grounding of the Ramair 154 is official
ly lifted, subject to the installation of the retrofit. 
While there has been no grounding of the 
Ramair 146, it is recommended that all 146's be 

retrofitted as soon as possible for maximum 

safety. 
Contact your Wills Wing dealer or Wills 

Wing USA, West Blueridge Orange CA USA 
92665. 

Overseas Competition Results 

Gennan Open 

1 Tomas Suchanek 
2 Stefan Rebl 
3 Bob Baier 

During this comp~tition the glider manufac
turers were represented as: 
Moyes - 20.8%, Wills Wing - 13.9%, Guggen
moos - 11.9%, Enterprise Wings - 10.9% and 
Airborne Windsports - 8.9% ... 



Glider Review 
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Get Up And Go 
© 1994 by Dennis Pagen 

photos courtesy Moyes, Inc. 

The Xtralite planform is easily visible in this shot from a Dragonfly aero tug. 

N othing stirs the soul of a dedicated 
hang glider pilot like the prospect 
of getting a shiny new glider. We 

have a treat in store for those with well-mixed 
souls: a review of all the upper-level gliders 
new for 1994. We begin with the Moyes 
Xtralite followed next month by the Airborne 
Blade then the Airwave Klassic. Each of these 
gliders offers a unique package of performance 
and handling. Each deserves your attention. 

Anyone in our sport with a detectable 
heartbeat knows the name Moyes . Bill 
Moyes helped start hang gliding, and his 
gliders have always been at the forefront of 
competition. This year's model has certainly 
carried on the tradition as we shall see. It is 
called the Xtralite. 

I got mine in March when the 
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Noqheast was buried under record snow
falls. We had to import our own seals so the 
polar bears migrating down from Canada 
wouldn't starve. Needless to say, we weren't 
flying much. However, a lucky break in the 
weather, a trip to Malcolm's flight farm in 
Florida, and comparisons with Xtralites in 
the Venezuelan competition garnered me 
about 10 hours of airtime on two different 
gliders, and afforded me a chance to com
pare performance with several different 
gliders. In addition, my wife Claire flew the 
smaller size and offered her feedback. 

XTRALITE HISTORY 

The Xtralite is an offspring of the suc
cessful XS series. The XS was noted for its 

pleasant handling and easy landing charac
teristics. It also won its share of meets, not 
the least of which was the World Meet in 
Brazil. But progress marches on, and as oth
er gliders and rumors thereof appeared on 
the scene, it clearly became time for a new 
design. Two former World Champions, 
Steve Moyes and Tomas Suchanek, went to 

work altering the XS format to produce a 
winner. Tomas concentrated on the airfoil 
while Steve developed the unique leading 
edge structure along with Juan Corral, the 
main man at Moyes California. 

The result was a smaller glider with the 
same Moyes appearance and better perfor
mance. In gunslinger circles performance is 
measured by what happens after someone 
growls "draw, partner! " In hang gliding, 
proof of a glider's performance comes when 
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it faces off in competition. On one of its 
very first outings the Xtralite won the 1993 
World Meet in the Owens Valley with the 
assistance of the formidable Tomas 
Suchanek. 

THENEWS 

Let us begin our review of the Xtralite 
by cataloging what is new on the glider. 
The first thing those of us who are veteran 
bent-tip pilots notice are the fully enclosed 
tip wand cams. Look at the XS and you'll 
see a rod, a plastic cap and some line drag
ging along in the breeze. The nitpickers 
among us start worrying about fractions of 
LID points when we see such a thing. On 
the Xtralite the tip is as clean as can be, for 
the entire tip attachment system is a cam 
that is hidden inside the sail and easily 
accessed through a zipper. Not only is the 
Xtralite tip clean, but the tip wand is very 
easy to install compared to the old system. 
After having struggled with tip wands for 
15 years I wish to personally thank Bob 
Bailey (designer of the Moyes Dragonfly) 
for coming up with the cams. We point out 
that the Xtralite tips may be the cleanest in 
the business with their elliptical planform 
and absence of air scoops. 

Another thing to notice is the extended 
wrap of the leading edge Mylar pocket. 
This change is intended to better define the 
airfoil, something that has received much 
attention on the Xtralite. 

The airfoil itself is unique. The reports 
we have received are that Tomas, an aero
space engineer, spent countless hours and 
numberless flights adjusting, tweaking, test
ing and evaluating airfoils. (That's the beau
ty of our brand of aircraft as a research vehi
cle.) The result is a fairly thick airfoil with 
the furthest forward high point, at 17% of 
the chord, of any used in advanced gliders. 
The thickness percentage also varies with 
span. Such an airfoil allows a very high 
angle of attack and is quite stable. 

The size of the glider has been cut down 
because of its greater efficiency. The larger 
size is 147 square feet while the smaller is 
137 square feet. Again, rumor tells us that a 
121-square-foot size is in the works. These 
smaller sizes are not merely cut-down 147's, 
but are redesigns which can be seen from 
the planform prints I have in my posses
sion. The smaller size helps with handling, 
speed and weight. In case you worry about 
loading it too heavily, we offer the evidence 
of Drew Cooper, a mountain of a man, 
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An Xtralite over the Australian countryside. 

who recently set an Australian distance 
record on the 147 Xtralite. Moyes claims 
that the Xtralite flies one mph slower than 
the 155 XS with an equal wing loading. 

The final important change is internal, 
so you won't detect it unless you have the 
structure plans. The leading edge is very 
well thought out. It uses quarter moon 
inserts to step down the 60 mm (2.36 inch
es) fore leading edge to the 50 mm (1.97 
inch) aft section by way of a 57.7 mm (2.27 
inch) mid section. While these inserts have 
been used before, the spacing (almost 3-1/2 
feet apart) of them and the distribution of 
sleeves is unique. Apparently the prototypes 
used 12 different leading edge combina
tions until settling on this one, which offers 
the right amount of stiffness and controlled 
flex at the lightest weight. 

Now let's see how all this ingenuity and 
engineering prove out in practice. 

XTRALITE SETUP AND 
GROUND HANDLING 

The Xtralite moves one seat further to 
the front of the class in setupability. The 
cam tips make setup more pleasant than 
with the XS. One nice thing on the Moyes 
gliders is that the battens are well color cod
ed and they slide into the pockets easier 
than on most other gliders. 

The only thing that keeps the Xtralite 

from being the easiest glider to set up is the 
lower surface battens. They still must be 
attached with bungees, which can be a has
sle if you are wearing gloves, especially if the 
bungees snap off and hide up in the sail. 
On the other hand, the one-step crossbar 
pullback is state-of-the-art with about the 
easiest one-hand pull of any glider. You will 
win a setup race with almost any glider 
except an Airwave if your choice is an 
Xtralite. 

Once you are rigged and pre-flought, it's 
time to assume the position. Moving the 
Xtralite around is a good experience. The 
smaller size lets you maneuver easily, but 
the glider isn't particularly light ("lite" refers 
to handling). I prefer to cinch the VG 
about half way for ground handling and 
takeoff to remove some side wire slack. The 
glider is well balanced statically, and that's a 
big plus for ground handling. 

TAKEOFFS AND LANDINGS 

As mentioned, I snug up the VG when 
taking off. The Moyes gliders have about 
the most crossbar travel in their gliders, so 
they are very loose when the VG is off. This 
aids in handling and landing. I prefer a bit 
more solid feel on launch so I pull the rope. 
With that point in mind, the Xtralite take
off is as easy as anything going. I did find 
that my hands slipped on the wide 
uprights, which I fixed with a small piece of 
grip tape. This was not the case with the 
XS, so perhaps my gloves were the culprit. 

Landing an Xtralite is a charm. By virtue 
of the slack sail when the VG is loose, you 
essentially have a novice/intermediate glider 
in your grasp. Landing setup is easy as cake. 
Landinb flare is a piece of pie. However, be 
aware that your high-strung, finely-tuned 
senses may get you in trouble the first time 
you flare an Xtralite if you are used to per
forming a crisp, aggressive flare. The 
Xtralite (like the XS) responds best to a 
gentle, more casual push-out. Timing isn't 
particularly critical. If you have a bonk 
record, try an Xtralite. 

HOW IT HANDLES 

There are many gliders that challenge 
the performance envelope. But what many 
of us want to feel is control authority. With 
the Xtralite you can dial in what you want 
thanks to the overachieving VG system. I 
prefer to thermal with the VG one-third to 
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CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: The Xtralite's tip cam is easy to use and presents a clean wing tip. - The interior upper-to-lower surface attachments 
prevent sail blowdown at speed. - The extremely fUnctional rear pullback hardware. - The Xtralite nose hardware is equally well designed. 

one-half on. There I find the best combina
tion of handling and performance. The 
response is right now if you want it to be. 
Roll pressures are light with a looser VG. 

There are a few tricks to flying the 
Xtralite. First, you must learn to slow it 
down to eke out every bit of lift. This 
doesn't mean that the glider wants to worn 
around, but you may not be used to flying 
at such a high angle of attack on a high per
formance glider. Once you slow down you 
learn to yaw the glider into turns. The 
Xtralite responds very well to yaw input 
(again, this is like the XS) which makes for 
an efficient turn. 

With the VG on tight, the glider is on 
rails. It can fall off on a wing if it gets 
bumped, but with speed there is' no oscilla
tion or wandering except in cannonball 
conditions. 

The Xtralite handling is indeed lite. 
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PERFORMANCE ON AN 
XTRALITE 

As we have stated before, hang glider 
performance is almost impossible to mea
sure in a controlled experimental manner. 
However, by comparison in many flights, 
especially in competition conditions where 
everyone is trying their darndest to out
climb, outglide, and outspeed the others, 
we can get a good idea of a glider's output. 

It is my careful consideration that' the 
Xtralite climbs with the rest of the pack. In 
Venezuela the 137's were climbing with all 
the other gliders (K4's and HP AT's). 
However, it 'is gliding at speed where the 
Xtralites excel. I have watched them come 
from behind a pack and end out in front 
without losing a millimeter in height com
pared to the rest of the flock. If upper end 
performance is what you seek, the Xtralite 
will provide it. It truly blazes, and the bar 
pressure at warp speed is most comfortable. 

HARDWARE AND SUCH 

By now, the nature of hang gliding hard
ware is quite evolved. Almost every glider 
sets up with a simple rear pullback, a simple 
nose clip and a swinging basetube. The 
Moyes hardware isn't particularly slick, but 
it's very strong and functional. For example, 
the rear pullback and nose catches are sim
ple and reliable. 

My only complaint concerning the 
hardware is that the VG rope is too thin. 
My gloved hands would slip on it unless I 
took a wrap. This can be easily remedied by 
splicing in a thicker rope (or flying with 
stickier gloves). 

On a racing glider you can get 1 x 19 
side cables which are stronger than 3/32" 
and produce less drag than 118" side cables. 
The Xtralite also incorporates the exclusive 
Moyes center cross bar loading ball at the 
root section. However, the best hardware 
trick in my estimation is the belly bar base-
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tube. Not only have they added a nice grip 
surface (I always griped about grip on the 
XS) but they have the best internal cable 
setup in the business. There are no extra 
bolts, just a roll pin that keeps the cable end 
loop in place to mate with the normal cor
ner bolt. This is a lightweight system which 
I wish would be imitated by others. 

GETTING AN XTRALITE 

Moyes California has been assembling 
gliders for three years. Your dealer will get 
gliders and parts directly from the U.S. fac
tory. This organization helps solve any ser
vice or availability problems you may con
sider. 

The Xtralites are being touted by active 
dealers, so as with any glider, you should try 
one and make your own evaluation. This is 
always our advice with any new design. We 
are sure you'll like it, so ask your dealer for 
a jump. 

Moyes has long been a mainstay of the 
world hang gliding market as well as that in 
the U.S. They will be around for a long 
time to come and their new glider will be in 
the spotlite for a while. Now is your chance 

Xtralite Specifications 

Area 
Span 
Nose angle 
Aspect ratio 
Glider weight 
Pilot weight range (hook-in) 
Pilot rating 
Vne (speed never to exceed) 
Price 
Va (maneuvering speed) 

137 sq. ft. 
32' 3" 
1300 

7.5 
681bs. 
130-240 lbs. 
Advanced 
53 mph 
$4,450 u.s. 
46 mph 

147 sq. ft. 
33'8" 
1300 

7.5 
72.51bs. 
160-270Ibs. 
Advanced 
53 mph 
$4,450 u.s. 
46 mph 

Xtralite HGMA Certified 

to share some of the glory of the glider that 
conquered the Owens Valley. Strap into an 
Xtralite, auger up in a thermal current, take 
aim, then get up and go. 

Many thanks to Malcolm Jones for the 
loan of gliders, tows and sleeping space, as 
well as providing guide service to some of 
Florida's attractions. His Wallaby "A~ 
ranch is a great facility. Check it out! _ 

THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT 
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a 

fellow pilot & panel beater PAUL MARCHANT. 

Phone: 
587 5469 

• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee. 

• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to 
factory specifications. 

• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING 
SYDNEY METRO AREA 

• Specialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles. 

• Service to the whole of N.S.w. 

• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area. 

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS 

f i-~~A 
~.n~11 
24 hour towing: 

5538300 

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents 
damaged vehicles from country N.S.w. 

• Full claims service for all insurance 
companies. You phone us - we do the rest. 

• Recommended repairer for major 
insurance companies. 

• Mobile quoting - if you can 't come to us 
- we come to you. 

44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217 
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Locatlon:Wongan Hills tow paddock 
approximately 170 km NE of Perth in 
the Western Australian wheat belt. 
Date: 13 January 1994 
Time: 12.30 hours 
Glider: STY Comet CX II 27 
Ballast: Susan Beetson 
FAI Observer: Darryl Speight 
Pilot: Phil Stehli 
Tow car driver: Andrew Humphries 

Usually 1 live in Cairns but with the wet 
season coming up 1 decided to travel to W A to 
do my hang gliding instructor certiticate with 
Airsports in Perth in November last year. After 
obtaining my rating in December I travelled 
between Albany, Perth and Wongan Hills to 
work for the hang glidi ng school. I had brought 
my paragliding tandem wing from Cairns be

~use.l. wanted to learn about tandem towing 
wlthJm the local paragliding instructor in Perth. 
So I spent a few days with Jiri 's school and got 

good advice. 

. In the beginning my intentions were to fly 
10 the paragliding competition at Wongan Hills 

at the end of February were there was $10,000 
t~ be won for a new Australian paragliding 
distance record. The documentation for a record 

flight includes a Barogram. 
bought a brand new Briiuniger 
competition vario which has the 
FAI approval for its Barograph. 
The HGFA sent me the Flight 
Declaration and Landing forms 
and told me that there were no 

previous records for paragl iding 
established. With all the gear at 
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hand why not try a record flight? 

After filling out the FI ight Declaration Form 
and taking a photo of it, we hooked into our 
harnesses and it was • Go, go, go'. The tow was 
relatively smooth but the weak link broke at 150 
pounds at about 250 feet AGL. One of those 
crooked weak links . So the whole procedure 
started again. This time 1 had problems ground 
handling the C<1nopy in moderate winds. 

We had about 4 tows and guess what? After 
each rel ease there was never a beep on the vario. 
~o, it wasn 't the vario's fault. Just no or very 
little thermal activity. We never got out of the 
paddock that day. Even the hang gliders ended 

up 3-4 km down the road. So no record flight 
and much embarrassment for me since Sue had 
come all the way from Perth to play "ballast". 
The next disappointment was that there were not 
enough entries for the paragliding comp in 
February and itwas cancelled. But there was still 
the hang gliding comp to be held. 

Before the official launch window was 
opened or after the pilots got away, I would get 

a tow on my tandem glider. On the 2nd of March 

myoId passenger Sue was back and ready for 
another attempt. Everything went well and we 
got away on the 3rd tow. Climbing up to 4494 

feet ASL, we bombed out after approximately 
13.5 km. We gained 3510 feet after releasing 
from the tow. So was that the new Australian 
height gain and distance record for tandem 
paragliding? Well the answer was simple. No. 

As I said we bombed out and where we 
landed was about 1.5 kIn from the next bitumen 
road . We had not witnesses for our 
landing! You need either your official 
FAI observer witnessing your landing 
or 2 other people. But where we had 
landed there was nobody except Sue 
and myself. Maybe tomorrow. 

Third of March. Darryl signs the 
Flight Declaration form, I take a photo 

( 

and we get away on the first tow. Releasing at 
only 590 feetAGLinto what I thought was quite 

a strong thermal, Sue reminds me to press a 
button on the vario to mark our release time. 
Good on you, Sue. Two turns and oh no, we have 
lost it. Not the vario, the thermal. Must have 
been just a bubble as I can't find it any more. 
Fortunately there are a couple of hang gliders 
circling in moderate lift about 150 m away. We 

go for it. 

Yes, good lift here. Hardly any drift. Weare 
climbing through 2100feetAGLand the lift gets 
stronger. At 5400 feet AGL I decide to swap 
over to the other core where some hangies seem 
to climb better now. We top out at 7217 feet 
AGL. A great start for a cross country flight? 
No, I want a witness for my landing. After 
gaining 6627 feet since release from the tow 
Sue agrees to land back in the tow paddock s~ 
we will have witnesses for our landing. It is 
almost 4 pm when we land next to one of the 
cows in the main launch area. "Bomber" Mark 
is still trying to get away on his new Xtralite. 
Our first witness. And there is Fran, one of the 
drivers. So we have what we need for our 
documentation . We need their names, addresses 
and signatures. At headquarters we print out the 
barogram and Darryl has to sign it as well. 

On the next day I flew on my own. I just go 
for a quick tow in T-shirt and shorts. More than 

3 hours later and just 4 km short of the hang 

gliding goal for this day I am backon the ground, 
having flown approximately 71 kIn and gelling 

up to 9484 feet AGL, all without the FAI 

documentation. 

Wongan Hills means flatland flying like 
Forbes. You need a tow crew to get you off the 
ground but the flying is superb. I would like to 
thank Airsports, Sue, Andrew, Darryl, Simon, 
Jiri and all the other pilots for their support and 
help. 

For all those who would Ii ke 
to do some fling in the winter
time, here in Cairns the flying 
season is just starting with 
south-easterlies blowing for the 
next 4 months . 

See you on Rex Lookout or 
at the Gillies. 

Phil Stehli, 44864 • 
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by Murray Williamson 

country this time. Heaps 
of cirrus destroyed all 
hopes of thermal ac

Famous and distinguished because of its 
once a year event; say no more. Before I say too 

much more,I missed you this year, Bill. I headed 
out there determined to do it; to be towed up by 
you. It was cooler this time; I could handle that. 
I set up my glider and looked around and thought 
that there was someone missing. Then I heard 
that Bill Moyes wasn't well. I'm glad you had a 
speedy recovery, Bill and we'll see you there 
next year, behind the tug. 

"""'''''''''''''''''''''=== tivity. It was late after
noon storms and drizzle. The best day was Satur
day when some pilots tlew to Goondiwindi and 
a few about half that distance. Take the good 

with the bad and everyone still has a great time. 
It's great to see Dave Redman back into itagain. 

Yeehaa. 

Now the presentation, oh, I mean the BBQ, 
was a big success. The man with the hat gave an 
Xtralite T-shirt to someone who had been per
sistently showing up for the third year running 
and finally got the first tow in. That's funny, we 
all knew who he was referring to. The hairy days 
of running behind trikes are gone. 

Richard's eyes popped out of his head when 
he saw ME roaring down the strip on the dolly 
behind Clive. What was going through this 
famous hat dropper's mi nd? A dead straight tow 
all the way. He probably asked himself one 
question, "Is this true?" The next day, another 
successful one. This time he took me all the way 
to the top. Fantastic. 

The next day, much to his surprise, Richard 
sees me doing a safety check on the demo 
Xtralite.1 asked him, "Where's the luff compen
sator?" Then I'm in my harness and on the dolly 
shaking like you know what. Richard's hooking 

me to the tow line and explains how to fly it. 
First time in a Moyes glider. The pitch will shock The weather wasn't favourable for cross 
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Powered Hang Gliding Committee 
Supervising Board Member 
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Paul Mollison 
(incumbent G Fimeri ... no nominations) 
Ian Ladyman 

to be advised 
to be advised 
Paul Mollison 
Executive Director (Ex Officio) 

3 Coaching and Training Committee 

(Elections for this committee shall take place at next National Instructor Conference) 
Supervisi ng Board Member Andrew Humphries 
2 Reps from HG instructors Phil Pritchard (incumbent) 

Lee Scott (incumbent) 
Paragl iding Inst Rep C Fellay (i ncumbent) 
PI-IG Instructor Rep Paul Haines (incumbent) 
Convenor Competitions Committee 
Convenor Womens Commi ttee 

4 Paragliding Committee 

Supervising Board Member 
Paragliding Inst Rep 
3 Reps: 

5 Womcns COlllmittee 

Supervising Board Member 
3 Reps as Elected 

Paragliding Rep 
PHG Rep 

Shaun Keane 
Charly Fellay (incumbent - see coaching committee), 
B Webb, F Gungl, K Mitchelhill 
HGFA Operations Manager (Ex Officio) 

Jenny Ganderton 
Jo McNamara (elected unopposed) 
Regi na Bohler (elected unopposed) 
Rachael Bain 
Rachael Bain 
vacant 

Executive Director (Ex Officio) 
L ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
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you. Now Muzza, just relax. Ha, ha. Everyone 
was watching. 

After we got off the deck I experienced 
severe prop wash because I was too low. I found 
it is very important to remain level with the tug 
once both are in flight. He was definitely right 
about the pitch pressure; what pitch pressure? 

There is none. 

I became locked out but managed to get back 
to central position. When I climbed level with 
the tug there was no more rough stuff. I was 
cruisin'. Then I wiped the sweat of[ my face. 
There was no thermals so I unhooked from 3000 
ft and never hit a bump. Well I did get the sink 
alarm to work on the beep box after a few 
wingovers. Handles great. To top itof[ a perfect 
dead air landing on the strip. 

Before I close, I would specially like to 
thank Clive Gilmore for doing a marvellous job 

on my first aerotow, Richard and the crew for 
helping on the tow line hook-ups and everyone 
else for such a fantastic time. There should be 

more of it. • 

Attention!! 
Recently, there has been some major 
problems with the HGFA computer 

resulting in some data loss. 

If you have advised a change of address 
(or other new information) since early 
May, and suspect that it hasn't been 

noted, please contact the office. 

Any inconvenience is regretted and we 
thank you for your patience with this 

matter. 

Phone 069 472888 or 
write to PO Box 558, 
Tumut NSW 2720. 
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Use Your Chute R 
by Randy Haney 

U aving already had the occasion to 
LIdeploy my reserve parachute several 
times (each one potentially saving my life) 
I have come to realise and appreciate the 
value of this life saving piece of equipment. 
Besides that, however, I have also come to 
understand how very often, the adverse 
conditions which require the use of a 
reserve chute, leaves you in the worst pos
sible situation to actually deploy it. For this 
reason I thinle it worthy to explain a few of 
the less than perfect situations of my own 
experience, and finally offer some sugges
tions on parachute safety. 

The first incident happened while I was in 
Spain a few years ago. I had to test fly some 
gliders before delivery and so it was a routine 
test program. After soaring for ten minutes and 
determining that the glider was in order I headed 
out towards the landing area with ample height 
to do some aerobatics - something I was at that 
time quite keen on. Upside down on top of the 
second wingover I pulled in hard to take speed 

for a loop. Everythi ng fel t normal comi ng out of 
the bottom, the pressure was good and the gI ider 
began to climb nicely - with the bar still below 
my chest. Then I felt a bump and suddenly there 
was a loud explosion - as the crossbar blew 
through the top surface of the sail. I didn't know 
what it was at the time, in fact I thought it was a 
broken side wire - which of course would not 
have been any better. In any case as the right 
wing folded up the glider and myself began to 
cartwheel across the sky. Now I say across be
cause as I was already climbing out of the bot
tom arc the glider's upward inertia caused for a 
lot of horizontal movement too. This bought me 

KYWISE 
POWERED HANG GLIDING 
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING 
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS. 

Come fly with us, your training 
won't cost you the earth! 

We spend most of our time above it. 

g'e S~I 
For the lowest prices on 
all your TRIKING needs 

AIRBORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS RADIOS INTERCOMS 
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MA INTENANcE 

CALL LUKE CARMODY C.F.1. 

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771 
ASK ABOur OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLiGIiTS 
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time - for which I was also lucky, while being a 
scant 100 metres over the ground. My next luck 
was not having lost grip of the basetube. Even 

as the glider and world began to spin to a blur I 
can remember desperately trying to look at the 
wing to see if a wire had broken. However, it 
quickly occurred to me that thesituation with the 
glider was hopeless and it was time to get the 
chute out fasl. 

As I was flying a harness with a front mount 
parachute it was easy enough to find the handle, 
however after taking one hand off the bar to pull 
the chute it became a bitlikeridinga bull. Trying 
to pull the chute while at the same time getting 
mercilessly thrown around was tough (and even 
earned mea black eye). Finally, with no shortage 
of strength orad renal in, I grasped the handleand 

" ... the best situation is when you 

can find the handle of your chute 

without even having to look. " 

pulled with all my might. This huge effort suc
ceeded only in pulling only both safety pins out 
and cracking the Velcro about 2 cm ... 
Astonished I rewound and pulled even harder 

with a net result of opening the container about 
l/3ofthe way. Disbelieving I wound up the third 
time and the parachute came flying out and with 
a full arm extension was sent sailing to the end 
of the bridle. I recall watching the parachute 
disappear and then actually wondering if it 
would open. Lucky for me it did, and some
where in the opening shock I lost grip of the bar. 
The glider ceased to spin and there was just 
enough time to regain a grip on the uprights to 
flare what was left of the wing for a rough touch 
down. 

For some maybe this seems pretty routine, 
but keep in mind this all happened (breakup to 
touchdown) in something less than 15-20 
seconds. If the glider had not been climbing 
before it broke, my time would have been notab
ly shorter. 

As you C<1n imagine the first thing I did after 
repacking my chute was to have a hard look at 
the parachute container to find theopcning proh
lem. What I found was simple, too much Velcro 
and a container which fitted too loose on the 

harness. If a Velcro close conuli ncr fits too 

loose, when you pull the handle the container 
Velcro draws up towards the direction its being 
pulled and the force becomes more horizontal -
rather than the preferred vertical for clean 
separati<pn. This results in 90% of effort being 
wasted trying to shear away the Velcro horizon
tally instead of vertically. 

Before changing anything I tried opening 

the container hanging in a control bar in perfect 

calm conditions - and still had great difficultly 
to open it in anything less than 5 seconds. Pretty 
pathetic. I remedied the container by ex

perimenting placing sections of one sided 
Velcro over top of the container's Velcro which 
then left the opposing container flap only the 
necessary amount of Velcro to hold the 
parachute safely in (not forgetting the safety 
pins). Shortly after, I designed my own flat side 
mount - four flap container. This I have also had 
oocasion to use and can witness that particularly 
in contrast to Velcro types it works very welL In 
any case there are a lot of containers out there, 
good and bad, and the only way to really know 
is to try opening them, yourself, while hanging 

in your harness etc. 

Shortly after my first incident I began to 

challenge people on how well they could open 
their parachutes while simply hanging in a con
trol bar frame. It's an interesting exercise and a 
lot of people were pretty surprised, especially 
one. A very good friend of mine and top pilot 
found it took a full 13.5 seconds to open his side 
mounted Velcro close chute container. Keep in 
mind that this was in perfect conditions . Pretty 
bad news if he had ever actually needed to use 
it. We found other chute handles very nearl y out 
of reach . 

Besides possibly surprising you with regard 
to whatever case or di fficul ty you find in deploy

ing your reserve, you may consider that this little 
effort of a trial run could well save your life. 
Even if your container turns out to be OK, the 
practice of actually finding the handle and the. 
best method to extract ~ parachute from ~ 
container will speed your deployment time 
markedly. Who knows how much time you will 
have when your time comes. One thing for sure 
is, every second, and even a fraction of a second, 
counts in a big way. 

In practice the best situation is when you can 
find the handle of your chute without even 
having to look. Equally important is knowinl: 

illlli. to deploy your parachute from your con
uliner as clean and as quickly as possible. A 
good swift throw will give full line extension 
and a healthy shock when the contai ner reaches 
the end of the bridle. At that point the container 
is literally forced open as the chute unfolds 
quickly. That shock goes a long way to insuring 
a quick opening. A quick opening tAln obviously 

mean the difference between slowing you effec
tively before impact if you are already low. 
Another advantage is that it reduces the chances 

that your chute will be consumed (wrapped up) 
in spinning wreckage before it even gets a 
chance to open . Both of my own incidents in
vol ved s pi n ni ng wrecka ge. The cha nees it re high 
that this will be the Cilse for many. 

There are some Ilyingvideos in which I have 
seen actua l cases where the parachute has heen 
consumed by spi nni ng gliders as mentiuned. It's 
not a pretty .111is is perhaps a good argument for 
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the use of Rocket parachutes. At least with 
Rocket systems a quick and full line "and chute" 
extension is far more likely to occur than with a 
hand thrown. As mentioned previously, the 
situation which merits the necessity of throwing 
your parachute is often one which makes it most 
difficult to do - no joke. Here I speak from my 
own and from others' experience. 

My hat is off to people like Willi Muller in 
Canada who faithfully every year halds a 
parachute throw and repack seminar at this shop 
in Cochrane Alberta . I have had also had the 
occasion to speak with a friend who attended 
Willi's course and later had a serious incident 
requiring the use of his chute. Afterward he said 
having already practiced helped him a great deal 
to get it out right, and I ma the first to believe 
him! 

down posi
tion . If the 
shoulder 
straps were 
not of suffi
cient strength 
or if they 
were to wide 
or had parted, ., 
needless to 
say, I would 
not have sur
vived the bal
listic free fall. 
Strangely 
enough, just 
3-4 flights 
previous to 
the even t I 
had tied the 

~ 
Lanyon Hill Canberra with a storm over the Snowy Mt region 

photo Anthony Orman Finally, frequent inspection of your equip
ment, i.e. harness, chute, lines, carabiners etc, is 
highly recommended . Lines can be worn, 
materials can be UV degraded or damaged, 
chutes may be improperly packed, elastics on 
your container can be rotten or carabiners or 
locking mechanisms can even be insufficient. 
After one deployment my Stubai 5000 steel 
carabiner was actually bent. Now that's one of 
the toughest carabi ners I know of. I do not know 
how it happened other than it did occur in 
deployment. 

shoulder straps together because I was having 
troubl es with them being too wide apart for 
comfort. That may have well saved my life. 

What's more, it's fun to get together as a group 
and turn the event into a real challenge - com
plete with a timer for taking deployment speed. 
In Italy we are currently organising such throw 
and pack events on various weekends around the 
country. Iftherearequalified people within your 
own area you can no doubt organise your own. 
In every case, the practical application and value 
of such an event may be worth more than you 
ever imagined. 

Shoulder straps which do not part ways 
when you are in a heads down posi tion are worth 
a lot too. With my second deployment, the shock 
occurred while I was in a full vertical heads 

Strange things happen often in difficult 
situations. As is for most any emergency the 
best, often only, thing we can do is to be as 
prepared as we can. At best, this is by physical 
practice which closest resembles probable cir
cumstances . For all those who are interested to 
attend or hold parachute throw and repack 
events, I encourage the exercise as being per
haps one of the most valuable you may ever 
participate in. Deployment speed and effective
ness can bevastiyimproved witha little practice. 

Best regards 
Randy Haney 

Randy Haney is a European agent for 
Enterprise Wings . • 

A Great Weekend at 
Rylestone 

After nominating to take part in 
the Northern Beaches aerotowing 
weekend, Anthony Orman and 
Adrian Connors decided they'd in
vite mealong for the ride, and quite 
a ride it was. 

We left Narooma on the Far 
South Coast and after over-night
ing at Chuck Connors' place near 
Stanwell Park, we headed over the 
mountains for Ryles tone to com
plete our nine hour journey, unsure 
of what to expect on arrival. 

In a word, it was "success". A 
great success and even though the 
long return journey saw us arrivi ng 
home at midnight, tired and worn 
out, we all agreed it was a great 
value-packed two-day exercise. 
What was so great about it? Just 
about everything; the weather the 
hospitality, the accommodation, 
the very scenic location and of 
course, the flying . 

Bill Moyes and Clive Gilmour 
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gave their time and expertise as 
Tug pilots and trouble shooters, 
and left no stone unturned to 
achieve the ten takeoffs required 
for the aerotow tow endorsement. 

As a casual observer wi th some 
bush flying in Tiger Moths and 
Chipmunks in the early 50's, I was 
an interested onlooker. I felt that 
the pi lots and indeed, the hang gl id
ing sport as a body benefited from 
the confidence and expertise of the 
two instructors who also did so 
much to make our long journey a 
s uccessful and enjoyable occasion. 

Our thanks and appreciation go 
to the committee and members of 
the Northern Beaches CI ub for their 
welcome and hospitali ty over the 
two day semi nar. 

Congratulations . 

Clark Orman • 

r 
The closest Hang Gliding SChool to the 

Victorian metropolitan areas. 

We offer a full range of services including; 

.:. Novice Certificate Courses 

.:. Introductory Courses 

.:. Tandem Instructional Flights 

.:. Towing Endorsements 

.:. Introduction to XC Flying & Tours 

.:. Equipment Hire 

We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and 

accessories for; 

.:. Airborne 

.:. Enterprise Wings 

.:. Moyes 

.:. Air Support 

.:. Aussie Born 

.:. Brauniger 

.:. Icom 

.:. Flytec 

We accept Novice and Intennediate gliders as 

trade-ins. 

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp 
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School. RMB 236B , Trawalla 3373 

Ph·,ne: (053) 49 2845 
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New Afnor 
Paraglider 

Certification Tests 
Are Coming 

Soon 
By Godfrey Wenness 

If the information filtering through 
from a number of manufac lurers is cor
rect then it will only be a short time 
before paragliders are being certified 
to new AFNOR protocol. The details 
are still sketchy but in general terms 
they will involve the following: 

There will be differentiation made between 
glider types. The categories will be as fol
lows: Standard, Performance, Competition 
and Biplace. 

The manufacturers will declare, prior to the 
homologation tests, in which c<1legory the 
glider should be tested. 

The results of individual Oight manoeuvres 
will not be given ratings such as hereto used 
'A', 'B',and 'c' but rather a passora fail. 

The individual manoeuvres will be tested 
the same for each category but rated pass or 
fail according to different criteria. 

Certification for the declared class will be 
given after a pass in all of the flight tests. 
Only the manufacturer wi II know how easily 
and with what margin the glider passed the 
tests. 

Negative spin, being now generally classed 
as an extreme manoeuvre, will no longer be 
tested. 

Asymmetric collapses will remain in the 
tests but now with a different method that 
looks at the dynamics of the manoeuvre. The 
collapse is now to be held for two complete 
revolutions (2 x 360·) and then let go. The 

recovery characteristics are then evaluated. 

After a change over period of 6 months only 
the new protocol will be used . Until this period 
is over the manufacturers can choose either. 
Aero-Tests in France is about to begin testing 
using the new norm while the SHY (Swiss) are 
not yet that far as the test pilots have not indi
cated when they will be happy with agreed 
standards. 

Whatwill be different for us consumers? On 
the first reading it appears that it would be 
difficult to pick out gliders which border on 
being a 'fail' in one or more areas of the tests 
particularly, the more extreme manoeuvres. The 
new criteria will however help to deline.1te types 
of gliders and thus end the ACPULS farce at the 
moment with some well rated high performance 
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Parachute Deployment Sequence 
Procedures 

By James Nathaniel 

The following is an outline used to do 
parachute seminars. It is written with the hope 
that you will take this information and put it 
to use in your flying, to increase your flight 
safety. 

Over the last seven years 25 parachute 
seminars have been done, and more than eight 
hundred parachutes repacked. 

Over 50% of the systems 

If your glider is fall ing at 60 MPH, (88 feet 
per second), three seconds is 264 feet, if you 
take ten seconds the distance will be 880 feet. 
The successful execution of the deployment 
sequence under adverse conditions will 
depend on your level of preparation. The 
deployment times have gotten faster over the 
years of repeated seminars through practice. 
Deployment times range from three to ten 

seconds . There is no substitute 

The single most 
for repeatedly practicing this 
procedure in a simulator. Prac

important decision tice the look-grab-Iook and 
(mentally) the throw proce
dure in air when ever you are 

pilots is when not bored. Do not practice in air 

we can make as 

to fly so we never 
deployments! They can be 
very dangerous. 

in the early seminars were im
properly maintained and 10% 
of these parachutes would not 
have deployed under any cir
cumstance! These statistics 
have improved dramatically 
over the years as pilots come 
back to service their equip
ment year after year. need to use our Construct a dummy prac

tice parachute with 25' of line 
and repeatedly PRACTICE to 

THE SINGLE MOST 
IMPORTANT DECISION 
WE CAN MAKE AS 

reserve! 

PILOTS IS WHEN NOT TO FLY SO WE 
NEVER NEED TO USE OUR RESERVE! 

LOOK - GRASP - PULL & LOOK -
THROW -PULL 

LOOK for the handle, GRASP the handle, 
PULL the deployment bag from the container 
(with most systems a down-and-out at about 
45 degrees works best), LOOK for clear air, 
THROW towards clear air and into the direc
tion of the spin, PULL the bridle (reach back 
to your main support strap to locate it) to clear 
the chute from the container and accelerate the 
deployment sequence. If the parachute is not 
open, pull it back and repeat the throw. 

Try to steer away from any ground 
obstacles and land into the wind . In a 
paraglider, after the deployment you want to 
try to Oy the glider up to meet the reserve or if 
you are unable to do that, pull continuously on 
a brake line until you have the canopy in your 
hands to avoid downplanning. 

gliders posing as wolves in sheep's clothing 
with 'only' 1 or 2 'B's. The short coming here 
is clear -the ACPULS tests are performed in still 
air and do not indicate the ease at which a glider 
will enter the tested situation. These gliders may 
come out of a controlled manoeuvre with a 'B' 
grading but in the strong thermally air we some
times fly in they are a handful and quite 
dangerous if not in the hands of an appropriately 
rated active pilot. 

The new tests will also end the misinforma
tion and test/safety irregularities that plague the 
existing system whereby for example a glider 
with an ' A' for asymmetric collapse because it 
didn't turn more than 90· goes parachutal in the 
test, whereas a glider that turned 100· but 
remained tlying gets a 'B'. 

get deployments under 5 
seconds. By 6 seconds elapsed time your rate 
of descent will be +/-120 fps if the glider is 
folded up, which approaches terminal velocity 
for this amount of drag and quickly reaches 
the harness load limits. Film of real deploy
ment failures show the pilots often don't get 
the bag out of the harness container until the 
glider was spinning badly, by that time no 
chute deployment would have been success
ful. 

It is a lot more difficult to pull the velcro 
outer contai ner open than many people realise. 
Practice sessions scheduled once a year are 
proven to be effective in improving deploy
ment times. 

If it does not deploy free from all rubber 
bands, STOP! AND INSPECT WHY. Lift up 
the chute by the deployed shroud lines, bounce 
gently to expose (often dramatically) the prob
lem. Sometimes the chute is placed handle 
down in the outer container and the pin locks 
cannot pull free ... 

The manufacturers will also need to exercise 
some social responsibility due to the absolute 
pass/fail nature of the tests so that they don't 
knowingly produce gliders that are right on the 
border for a pass. One would hope that the 
manufacturers don ' t get lazy and produce 
gliders on the verge of a fail just to satisfy the 
tests and thereby reduce safety margins. It will 
not be until the first batch of new gliders are 
tested that we will beabletoseetheactualtests' 
effects on glider behaviour and safety. It would 
also be important that the new norms are 
dynamic and able to respond to market require
ments for increasingly safer and better perform
ing gliders otherwise the whole design process 
will enter a period of certification induced stag
nation . .. 
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I State, Club and Region News I 
Queensland 

Sunshine Coast Hang 
Gliding Club 

After the Sunshine Coast's recent AGM 
which was held on Saturday 4 June, the club has 
found itself with a complete new team of office 
bearers. Let me start by introducing myself. My 
name is Graeme Hall and I have recently 
returned to Noosa from two and a half years of 
travel. I was elected president of the club. By my 
side as vice president we have Steven Johnson. 
Steven lives in Coolum and has a lot of great 
ideas for not only the cl ub but for the promotion 
of the sport as a whole, as well as a lot of media 
contacts. 

The secretary's position was filled by one 
Patricia Roberts being the daughter of a pilot 
who flew the Flying Doctors around the out
back. She was talked into a tandem flight at 
Rainbow Beach by her son Peter and upon land
ing she was hooked. I heard that her first thermal 
flight went over the UllF something like this, 
"Yes, I am still OK and still about 1000 feet 
above you ." Treasury was filled by Peter 
Robcrts. If you haven ' t alrc,1dy heard of Peter, 
you will. By the time this gets printed he would 
have gained his instructor's ticket, or be very 
close to it. Peter is extremely motivated and has 
great marketing skills. Add this to his love of 
hang gliding and I can see great things happen
ing here on the Sunshine Coast. 

Some good flights worth noting this month 
are from our SE site, Mt Widgee. Novice pilot 
Michael Cooke took otT on his first thermal 
flight, crossed the gap and fell only a few k's 
short of the suh station, to make some 15 km. 
lbe weekend hcfore this with 5 pil ots in bomb 
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out and four of us up around 5000 ft, I noticed 
that one was Gunter Litowitz in his Mission. 
Gunter is also a novice pilot but seems to be 

always putting in good flights. Not forgetting 
Speedy's 100 km from Widgee this month, or 
Alan Goldsworth making Woolooga. 

It was good to see Ted and Jan McCord with 
new born Michael on the hill last weekend. Ted 
had a bit of bad luck while keel launching a 
fellow pilot at Eggins a couple of weeks ago. He 
tripped and broke his wrist. We all hope to see 
you in your harness soon Ted as we need some
one to show us the way to Ban Ban Springs. 

All Club members would have received 
newsletters by now pointing out that member
ship fees were due on Saturday 4 June at the 
AGM. This will be the last reminder printed so 
please get in touch with myself or any of the 
other new office bearers. Cheques made out to 
the club can be posted to Graeme Hall PO Box 
1435 Noosa Head Qld 4567 and we can then get 
your 1994/95 membership cards out to you. 

A group of our members have once again 
piled into Dave Cookman's car and headed up 
to Eungella for the June long weekend. The 
weather maps are doi ng the right things so I hope 
to be able to write in some big flights next issue. 

The Sunshine Coast Club is hosting a 
regional Oyin in July 16-17 based at Gympie. If 
this is out in time all pilots are welcome and we 

from spot landings to speed runs and open dis
tance from this great fun competition. Evenings 
are filled with friendly get togethers and BBQs 
making it high on the list for any novice or 
family pilot. 

Graeme Hall, President 

Ah yes, winter's upon us once again. Those 
blue inverted days frequent our skies more often 
now. Mind you Beechmont turned it on late in 
May for a lucky few with Dave and Gordo 
making it out to Carr's wokout, SE of Killar
ney. Speaking of the more fortunate fliers a 
small group of Canungra pilots I've heard will 
be contesting the Gajah Mungkur Cup in In
donesia, so we look forward to hearing all about 
your exploits on your return. 

Our latest import Drew Cooper has kindly 
donated a trophy to our club which hopefully 
will encourage all local XC pilots to compete. 
Basicallyit involves declaringyour3 best flights 
for the year. If you need declaration forms or a 
set of Drew's rules, contact either Drew or Dean 

will be meeting at the big 
pineapple service station be
tween 9.30 -10.00 am Satur
day . The meeting will be 
held in Gympie on Saturday 

~~~ Hang Gliding Sc:hool 

09381 6053 

night. 

The club will now be 
having its monthly meetings 
on the {jrst Saturday of the 
month at our new location 
being the Villa Noosa Hotel 
Mary Street Noosaville. 
Here we have our own room 
for chute re-packing elc wi th 
on hand TVand video equip
ment, cheap meals :lnd of 
course drinks. TIJ(' first of 
these meetings is to he held 
on Saturday 6 Augusl 6.30 
pm and members or non
members are most wl'lcollle. 

Here is the firsl of Ihe 
many reminders thaI I'll he 
placing in Skysailor on the 
Rainbow Beach cOlllpeti
tion, held by the Sunshine 
C{)ast club. The competition 
is held between Christmas 

and New Year at Rainbow 
Beach at the famous Carlo 
Blow. Between December 
27 and 31 pilots from novice 
to advanced can expect tasks 

2nd Hand Stock 
All our 2nd hand gliders have been stripped down for a complete safety check. 

Phone us for details on anv items that interest you: 

Item PartIculars Price 

Trtkes Airbome Edge 582 $12.500.00 
Airborne Buzzard $7.500.00 

GUd.,.. XtraJite 137 $3.800.00 
XS 2142 (Suchanek'. glider) $3.300.00 
XR 145 Excellent Condition $2.950.00 
Blade 153 $3.8OO.OC 
Blade 141 $3.8OO.OC 
BIi1z 146 As New Conditoo 53.8OO.OC 
BIi1z 146 Excellent Conditton $2.5OO.OC 
BlilZ 137 (incl. fre'9ht 10 anywhere in Australia) $2.000.00 
Mission 170 S1 .200.OC 
Mission 170 $1.700.00 
Mission 170 $1.75O.OC 
Misston 170 ExcEHlent Condition 52.050.00 

V.rk>. Flight Camp S330.00 
Boll 651 $550.00 
Boll 651 $6OO.CX 
Boll 651 $55O.CX 
Boll 652 $55O.CX 

Rad ios UOiden 005 Hand Held with Headset & Switchbox $340.00 
Electrophone Brand New · Still in Box with Headset & Swilchbox 5480.00 
ICOM IC40G Hand Held with Headset & Switchbox 5520.00 

Hamess •• Moyes Pod FI Pink & Black (2 lone) $350.00 
Moyes Tracer Red & Block (OH 173cm; C 11 Oem; hip 9Ocm) $580.00 
X-Act Harness Pink & SiNer $680.00 

Accessorl •• Tow Bndle 3 ring release $50.00 
Tow Bndle 3 ring release $50.00 
Bar Mitts Purple $30.00 

AIRSPORTS SHOP 

Books. Wheels. Parachutes. Tow Brid les. Vanes. Helm&ts. Tow Systems. Flight SUits. Harnesses. 
Hand & Map FaIrings. T Shirts. Videos. 

AND MUCH MORE !!! 

SPARES IN STOCK 
For aU Airborne & Moyes Gliders 

and Airborne Trikes. 

FLYING COURSES 
(Hang Gliding & Trike) 

We cc.nduct basic training courses. tow launchIng & ndge soanng courses (mid-week & w/end) all 
year found. whilst Trike courses and aero-towing are held penooicaUy. 
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on the hill. So don't forget, nominate those goals 
and get those cameras snapping. 

Well I can't let this news go by without a 
mention on the face landing day a Beechmont 
recently. No names disclosed of course but this 
is an art to be mastered on a day with less 
spectators. Then again I think the spectators 
came looking for a bit of excitement. Just keep 
in mind the old saying, practice makes perfect. 

If you missed the Canungra Classic last year, 
don't be left out this year. It promises to be 
bigger and better than ever with some good 
Spring tlying expected. So till next time, stay 
warm and watch those catabatics ... 

Dean Hone, Secretary 

NB. Ian's PRO tip for the month. Face land
ingatBeechmontcan be hazardous to your bank 
balance. 

New South Wales 

Great Lakes Hang Gliding 
Club Inc 

Tuesday night, home from work and time to 
relax and retlect on the June long weekend. As 
some of you may ormay not know the GLHGC 
attempted to hold a tlyin at the newly opened 
Giro valley site. A 2100 ft launch to the SW. We 
had a good turn up with people from Sydney, 
Northern Beaches and Newcastle to name a few. 
And on behalf of the club I'd like to thank all 
those who attended and hope you all had a good 
time. I know I did. 

The idea of the tlyin was to have a friendly 
compwhich entailed flying up the valley to sight 

a strategically hidden orange cross then high tail 
it down wind to the Bretti camp site. Sounds 
good in theory doesn't it? Prizes were 3 cartons 
of amber ale to those who did it. 

Day one: about 3 launches. Reason? The 

wind was across launch by 45· wi th only the odd 
cycle coming up the face. We did do some good 
while we waited, moved some rocks that didn't 
want to be moved with the aid of Jim Alan's 
power lift (who said it couldn't be done?). 

Day two: wind more consistent but still 45· 
off. Three got away. Warren Warwick first off 
for a cruise to the bomb out paddock. Then came 
Peter West and Dave Gordon who both had good 
flights. Peter landed at the camp site while Dave 
apparently overshot the LZ and by the time he 
realised this, had to punch a head wind to make 
it back, but he didn't quite make it! 

Day three: nil wind at launch. Numerous 
pilots braved a nil wind launch. I did see one 
pilot make it above launch but sorry I don't 
know who it was, so we all did a bit more 
clearing on the site. Although not much flying 
was done, the evenings were entertaining 
around the camp fires. One group played 
charades and the like, the other had a resident 
muzzo in the form of Brian Metcalf and his 
trusty guitar so we had a good sing song. 

Ben Leonard and Lyn Bailey gave us a 
rendition of "Oh Danny Boy". At least that's 
what we think it was. 

Anyway thanks to all who came. We have a 
good si te here; let's hope next time the weather 
is more favourable. A special thanks goes to 
Steve Bailey and Jim Parsons for organising the 
weekend, the gift hamper for the landowner at 
the bombout paddock, the signs and maps that 
were at launch etc. Thanks guys. 

That's it, guys and gals. Fly high. 
Sieve Tinson 

Tip for the Month: If Ben Leonard shows 
up at a camp fire near you .. . hide the guitar! 
(Sorry Ben.) 

Sydney Paragliding Club 
There was no club meeting in June due to 

the Old Lady's Birthday long weekend so very 
little has tiltered through in the way of punter 
pedantics . My comment in the last column 
regarding Stanwell being more flyable in the 
traditional 'off' season must have give mother 
nature the heebee geebees cause it's only been 
on twice since then! 

PROFESSIONAL 
Blackheath on the 

other hand has been on 
and thermic (i n the 
depths of winter!) quite 
regularly. A recent ad
venture to Manilla by 

our intrepid Hangie 
convert Danny Scott 
has resulted in a minor 
incident with an ankle 

injury. We wish him a 
speedy recovery and 
hope to see him skying 
out in his Vision soon. 
In a parallel accident 

, 
I 
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SAIL REPAIRS 
PH/FAX (049) 499222 

Wingtech Pty Ltd 
US/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 

many miles away in the land of the potato bal
last, fellow UP jockey Enda also injured his 
ankle (requiring an op) just a few days earlier, 
but not paragliding, rather he was playing that 
strange local game called hurling. A Channel 7 
'Unexplained Mysteries' crew is investigating 
the 'coincidence'! 

There were no awards this month due to a 
lack of entries. There are however a fair few 
punters who haven't been seen on the hill for a 
while. Just remember that being rusty on iffy 
days is asking for trouble especially cause there 
is a fair chance that it'll be a weekend and 
crowded. And don't forget to look out for the 
hangies. Give 'em room to tum, anticipate what 
they're doing and observe the rules of the air. If 
in doubt sus out their circuits one day and get an 
idea how they fly. All punters in Sydney and 
those visiting are more than welcome to come to 
the club's meetings every 2nd Monday of the 
month at St George Leagues club to hear the 
latest goss, meet the people and get details for 
trips away. 

Time to go and pray to the Wind gods for 

mercy ... 

Godfrey Wenness 

Lower Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 

This month's c1ubflyin (June) wasa tow day 
at Penrith Quarry on Sunday 5. Predicably, in 
the middle of winter the day was entirely stable 
with nil wind and high cloud. About the best that 
could be said for it was that it was good take off 
and landing practice. Pilot of the day award must 
go to novice Wayne Evans who had never towed 
before and with nothing more than a verbal 
briefing did 3 consecutive tows displaying a 
glider handling ability that would put some of 
our more experienced pilots to shame. 

Nominations were accepted at our May 
meeting for the 94/95 commi ttee. The followi ng 
people were nominated and seconded at that 
meeting. 

President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
SSO 
SO 
Winch director 
PR Officer 

David Middleton 
Neil Glennon 
Paul Kirwan 
Nigel Felton 
Craig Docherty 
Alan Bond 
Gary Carr 

It is expected that these positions will be 
ratified at the AGM in June. 

I did not intend to remain as president in 

94/95 but not to put too fine a point on it, nobody 
else wanted the job. 

We are pleased to welcome Gary Carr back 
to the club and in his new position as PR officer 
will be responsible among other things for writ
ing this col umn each month. We are also pleased 
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to welcome Craig Docherty as safety officer. 

A group of club members have gone up to 
Newcastle for some flying over the Queens 
Birthday long weekend. A report on how they 
got on next month. 

It has just occurred to me why Paul Keati ng 
(who is not a hang glider pilot) wants Australia 
to become a republic. It is an obscure and round
about way of getting rid of one more public 
holiday. 

Our meetings are held on the last Tuesday 
of each month at the Sportsman Hotel, Kildare 
Road Blacktown starting at 7.30 pm . New mem
bers are always welcome. 

At the May meeting we sorted out the 
nominations for the new committee and then a 
lecture and demonstration of parachute re-pack
ing. Craig brought along his hang glider flight 
simulator which we had some fun erecting in the 
fairly low ceiling-ed meeting room and several 
pilots did practice deployments. 

The June meeting is theAGM when weighty 
club matters wilI be decided and then to lighten 
the atmosphere we will watch some HG videos, 
and decide on the venue for the next club f1yin 
to be held, probably on the first weekend after 
the meeting. 

David Middleton, President 

Northern Beaches Club 

As usual it is the night before deadline and 
I'm wondering what to write. 

The June long weekend has just passed and 
it seems there has been some great socialising 
among hang glider pilots and even some decent 
flying for this time of year. 

Mostof our party animals ventured up to the 
new site at Giro (near Gloucester) for the three 
day break and from alI reports had a great time. 
I started my last NB news for the May edition of 
Skysailor by using a word to describe how 
heavily it was raining whilst I was writing the 
letter. I noted that this was censored to "ab
solutely ~ down." From reports of the 
Giro weekend there were quite a few ~ 
people from NB, Newcastleand the Gre.1t Lakes 
clubs sitting around huge campfires getting 
more and more ~ and playing games that 
~ people play while they get~. I am 
told (the classic defence for a defamation of 
character) that Adman Taylor was only ~ 
~ and decided he needed a l2Ql!r and was 
directed to the river bank which he felI off, 
twisting his ankle and could not fly again. I 
guess he was rather ~about that. I digress! 
Thanks to censorship Adman was not badly hurt 
because had he been really p·#%ed instead of 
mildly ~ he may have hurt himself more!! 

Anyway we wish to thank Ian Westbrook, 
John Trude, Gary Omundsen and all the hard 
workers from the Great Lakes club for finding 
clearing and developing this spectacular site. 

July 1994 

And especially for their efforts in liaising with 
the local land owners ... quite often the most 
difficult job in opening and keeping open our 
sacred sites. TIlls 2100 foot high take off at
tracted approximately 40 pilots over the 
weekend with Peter West and "Flash" Gordon 
managing flights back to the camp on the Bar
nard River. 

Others amongst our crowd of motley flyers 
ventured to ManilIa (how unusual you say!) to 
join up with other diehard Manilla goers from 
Central Coast and Newcastle. We had some very 
decent flying considering the time of year and 
managed to fly back to town on two of the three 
days in a mixture of thermal and ridge lift. The 
thrill of flying is wearing off on our most con
sistent hang driver Jeanie Pepper who after large 
amounts of debating and only a small amount of 
cajoling took off for a 15 minute tandem flight 
in a paraglider (we may forgive you for your sin 
some day Jeanie). Last I saw she was still grin
ningand rumour has it that she is planning toselI 
Andrew (don't tell anyone I crashed my truck 
and spread frozen chickens all over the Kurri
Kurri road) Pepper's XS and buy a paragJider. I 
think she can see herself grinning at 5000 feet 
while Andrew minds the kids. And no Andrew 
that is not how you make chicken Kurri. 

Since I last wrote we have also been back to 

Rylestone for a weekend of aero towing so 
thanks again to Oive Gilmour for being our tug 
pilot. 

A few of us got towed over to Bald Hill and 
spend the afternoon ridge soaring while the 
newer pilots did some 

day each month at 7.30 pm. 
Ian Duncan 

(All names and places are entirely fictitious 
and the author takes no responsibility for being 
half out of his mingo Further censorship will not 
be accepted or a letter using the 'r word may 
follow.) 

Ed's Note: Ian, the editor reserves the right 
at all times to 'edit or delete where necessary'. 
Bearing in mind our public image, I aim to keep 
Skysailor as 'clean' as possible since the 
magazine goes to many people and departments 
other than pilots. 

VICTORIA 

Only two weeks to the VHGA AGM, Tues
day 2nd August, 7.20 pm "sharp" at the Anchor 
and Hope Church St Richmond. Please don ' t 
argue over the trivial cr#% likeotheryears, leave 
time for a yarn and allow us to go home at a 
reasonable hour. All committee positions will be 
vacant. Motions effecting the VHGA constitu
tion or by-laws should have already been handed 
to the secretary. 

There is a motion in the pipe works to have 
our name changed from the Victorian Hang 
Gliding Association to the Victorian Hang Glid-

training. Pa ul (turn up 
late) Bowers was the last 
to land and it was so dark 
we could hardly see to 
pack up his glider. Thanks 
also to Sam (sorry I don't 
remember your surname) 
for all your great efforts in 
installing the combustion 
heater in the club house. 

Come fly with us 
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT, 

Victoria 

Rylestone is now a 
pleasant change in winter 
time. 

Our June meeting was 
a quiet affair with only 
about 40 people turning 
up but after we had gotten 
through the boring stuff 
we had some great old 
movies of flying in the 
70's and pl enty of laughs. 

We are attempting to 
find an aerotow paddock 
at Glen Davis before the 
huge cliff line on the west 
of the blue mountains. If 
we find a suitable place 
keep tuned for a good 
weekend of aerotowing 
and ridge running. 

See you at Dee Why 
Hotel in Jades first Tues-

Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding 
& Para Gliding Competitions 

Dynamic Flight Hang 

and the 
Mt.Cole Challenge 

Hang Gliding Trophy 
(25km triangle course) 

Mt.Cole Challenge 
Para Gliding Trophy 

(distance event) 

Gliding School 
instructor Rohan 
Holtkamp lives & 
operates locally. 

(Competition for either Hang Gliding 
or Para GlicUng Challenge may be 

conducted at any time during the year) 

Beaufort is situated one and a half 
hours west of Melbourne on the 

Western Highway. 

Accommodation available: 
Motel, hotels, caravan parks, 

camping, bed &- breakfast. 
Competition accommodation at 

Raglan Recreation Reserve 
(with power, hot-&- cold showers) 

Enqu iri es: Phone (053) 49 2845 
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friendly local eagle. Landing on the sloping 
paddock went without a hitch, except for one 
pilot who had to flare early to miss the fence. 
That night the boys headed out for a big night 
and spent their hard earned cash renting beer for 
a few hours . 

ing and Paragliding Association. 

The Southern club and Sky High club will 
hold their meetings following the AGM, with 
Southern holding their elections. Mike for PM. 

The Safety/fraining seminar is going to be 
held on Monday 22 August, Monday 29 August 
and Monday 5 Septem ber at 7.30 pm. See further 
details below. 

Please remember our sport runs on the ef
forts of volunteers who give their spare time to 
its development. The quality of our sport is a 
direct reflections of the people representing you 
on the VHGA committee, so if you think you 
have something to give don't be afraid to stand 
up. YOU'll have my vote. 

Steve 

VHGA Safetyllnformation Seminar 

The VHGAAnnual Safety Seminar is to be 
held over a sequence of three Monday nights. 
The seminar is a forum for questions and 
answers, for imparting knowledge on a broad 
range of topics encompassing recreational and 
competition hang gliding and paragliding. 

Venue: 
Michael Chamberlain Lecture Theatre 
Mary Aitkenhead Centre 
St Vincents Hospital 
Cnr Victoria Pde & Nicholson St 
Melbourne 
Entrance door near corner in Victoria Pde) 
7 pm start 

Programme 
22 August 1994 (Monday) 
Thermal flying, advanced flying techniques, XC 
flyingllanding out. Questions and answers. 

29 August 1994 (Monday) 
Intro to competition flying, intro to coastal 
flying. Questions and answers. 

NOOSA 
South East, Queensland 

Microlight School 
eM Approved 

* Trike Sales * Service * Instruction * 
Accommodation available 

Tuition 7 days 
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Bob Silver CFI 
Joanne Millar P1 

074 490065 
018 708551 

5 September 1994 (Monday) 
General safety, towing and towing systems, 
parachutes and deployment systems. Questions 
and answers. 

This seminar is recommended for all 
novice/intermediate hang glider and paraglider 
pilots. Sky Gods are also encouraged to attend, 
support and, I am sure, learn something also. 

John Twomey 

Western Victorian Hang 
Gliding Club 

The 28 May was a very successful and en
joyable weekend for our 30 members who in for 
a flyin . Everyone flew Ben Nevis and even 
though pilots didn't get anywhere, they had a 
great fly around the mount. 

That evening at .the meeting, we were told 
that soon there will be signs put up in the Mt 
OJle area to direct people to Ben Nevis and the 
Ben Nevis bombout. Also one of the prominent 
members of our cI ub is soon to fl y off to Spain 
to compete in the Pre-worlds. We would iike to 
wish Rohan Holtkamp the best ofluck and a safe 
return. 

Ournextmeetingwill beheldon the 25 June 
at the Golden Age Hotel. The meeting usually 
starts around 8 pm, after the f1yin that afternoon. 
Everyone is welcome to come and join in the 
f1yin. For any enquires or questions please con
tact Nicole Shalders (Secretary) on 053 492174. 

Nicky 

Day two and the zombies woke to a 20 mph 
NEbreeze. Off to Wozza's Knob again to fly the 
smaller NE face. C.onditions were perfect with 
most people getting 2 or 3 flights and many 
novices performing top landings for the first 
time. The ridge provided both ridge and thermal 
lift. I was lucky enough to be in a thermal and 
fly circuits around the surrounding paddock. A 
vario may have been handy but due to my lack 
of memory of my favourite number, I was 
without!! We flew till late in the afternoon 
before heading back to the city to find everybody 
crashed out by 8.30 pm. 

The final day saw us at the NE face of 
Wozza's Knob again. Jonathan flew Linda's 
hanky but found conditions rough, Scurge took 
off so he could test that his wheels and knees 
were alright to land on and "fat" Stewy took off 
just to prove we were flying in rotor. The wind 
had swung to the north-west so we decided to 
head to Horrocks. Everybody had a great flight 
except Bomber who retrofitted a down tube on 
a down wind landing next to "medium Steve's" 
tree. 

That's it for now but remember the next 
novice weekend on the 6 and 7 August with 
"medium Steve" and "Dopey". Should be a good 
weekend. 

So long for now and keep that favourite 
number of yours written down somewhere safe. 

Bomber .. Western Australia 
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding 

Club 
Phil Stehli on a Comet CXlI21 at Walsh 's 

Pyramid, Cairns, Far Nth QId 

Health warning to all pilots: if you 
drink and eat salmon the next day 
you're an idiot (for further informa
tion please contact Johathan Back) . 
This month has seen the second 
novice weekend which was held be
tween the 4-6 June in Geralton . 

Twelve keen pilots made .the 5 
hour journey in search of winter air
time. One individual didn ' t have much 
faith due to the approaching high but 
lucky Jonathan felt the force! We flew 
every day and the novice pilots all 
gained valuable airtime and ex
perience, and not one of them doing 
any damage (preferring to leave that 
to a more experienced pilot). The fi rst 
day saw us on top of Wozza 's Knob. 
Condi ti ons weren't perfect but 
everybody had at least 15 minutes of 
soari ng under the wa tchful eye of the 
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WANTED 
Help with. Static Winch dellign. The Whitsunday 
HG Club is planning to build a club winch, hydrau~c 
or otherwise to be of a static pull-in type design 
engine driven. If anyone can help with some pointers 
this would be greatly appreciated. Please address 
any correspondence to Ron Huxhagen 12 Van Eldik 
Ave Andergrove Old 4740 ph 079 552913, fax 079 
511648 

Rellerve parachutell for HG & PG ph Tony 042 
942999 

PARAGLIDERS 
Queensland 

Paragllder Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser & 
speed system as new with factory certified A 1 con
dition $1900 ono ph 075 965679 

New South Wales 
Paragllder Falhawk Neo 24 .5 sq m 60 hrs airtime 
ideal for nov pilot $1500 inc! harness ph Andy 02 
5232801 

Airwave Taboo 25 nov/int 70-95 kg approx 2 yrs/30 
hrs airtime incl seat harness Paradise $1 500 ono ph 
Harry 066 21 6281 

Flytec 3005 varios brand new 12 mths g/tee with pg 
leg strap easy to use analogue & digital display (+/-
8m/s) averager adjustable sink alarm memories 150 
hr battery life save heaps on retail only $450 (this is 
not a misprint) at this price you don't need to buy 
second hand!!! express posted anywhere ph 

Godfrey (045) 721594 

Victoria 
Paragllder Edel Apollo 2410 hrs old still crisp white 
with purple tips purple & green stripes mint cond 
$2400 ph John 037494891 

Para glider Swing Minoa (adv) high perform winner 
'94 Forbes Flatlands suit pilot 65-85 kg (naked pilot 
weight) 30 hrs airtime ex cond comes with complete 
spare set of lines $3500 ph Phil Brown 058 241322 
B or 058 215957 H 

Neo 19 sq m approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or 
marks ex cond could not fault definitely no porosity 
problems make me an offer also 
AxlII 23 sq m 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex begin
ner/intermediate glider comes with both beginner & 
intermediate brake lines to suit your flying exp also 
has foot speed system & as an extra it also has hand 
trimmers make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 
6612589W 

Para glider Sigma 25 nov/int 10 hrs genuine airtime 
as new blue + harness & PA reserve (never used) 
the bargain of the year at $2450 ono ph Ted 018 
573879 or 057 501217 AH ph/fax 

Paragllder Para Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old 
25 hrs gd cond suit beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch 
& fly complete with speed system harness & bag 
$900 ph Rod 03 7904820 B, 059443815 AH 

Paraglider Fireblrd Navajo 25 50 hrs ex cond suit 
exp pilot high perform $2500 also 
Alrbull harnesll incl APCO 28 rellerve $600 ph 
Wally 03 4893B74 leave message 

Para glider Falhawk Athlete 19 sq m suit small to 
intermediate pilot only 18 hrs airtime & in ex cond a 
safe & easy canopy to fly $1200 ono also 
Para glider Flreblrd Apache 23 sq m DHV weight 
60-75 kg safe stable int canopy 45 hrs airtime in ex 
cond $2800 with speed system also 
Flreblrd SItting Bull Paragliding harness & 29 sq 
m pulled apex reserve (integral rear mounted) v 
comfortable & sturdy harness (back protector incl the 
lot for $850 will separate ph Bruce 03 4358934 

Paragllder Swing AxlII II 26 sq mOnt) lilac with 
purple LE ACPUL As total flying weight 75-90 kg ex 
cond great 1 stup wing $31 00 ph Andrew 03 8038807 

Edel Apollo 24 ex cond with harness & speed sys
tem suits 70-95 kg best ofter ph Wayne 03 7297952 

Para glider Accord 27 40 hrs airtime trimmers speed 
system suit nov/int pilot 65-85 kg stable well perfonn
ing glider $1 600 ph Kate 059 741599 

Paragllder Excel 28 80 hrs airtime trimmers speed 
system suit int/adv pilot 70-90 kg docile high perfonn 
with exceptional sink rate $1700 ph Jerry 018332737 

Paragllder Swing Prlsma (adv) 26 sqm weight 
range 55-80 kg 80 hrs airtime ex cond $1950 ph 
Heinz 03 5791839 AH 

Neo 19 sqm approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or 
marks ex cond could not fault definitely no porosity 
problems make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 
6612589W 

AxlII 23 sqm 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex begin
ner{lnt glider comes with both beginner & inter
mediate brake line to suit your flying exp also has foot 
speed system & as an extra it also has hand trimmers 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • As we head into Winter we are clearing our surplus stock • 
• at generous prices... • • • • We have Gyro, Aero, Foil B, Combat, and even Desires • 
• that are; slightly used, ex demo, ex competition and ex • 
• rental... • • • • All prices and all conditions. Call in and check out the • 
• bargains. • • • • • • • • 1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508. Phone 042 942 052 • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612589 
W 

ACT 
Paragllder Edel Racer 27 sq BO-ll 0 kg int/adv ex 
cond 35 hrs $3000 06 2814556 AH 

Nova Phonlx 25 70-90 kgs 30 hrs airtime Giitesiegel 
2, SHV As $3500 06 2863145 

Western Australia 
Paragllder Edel Space 27 sqm & harness v safe top 
performing int glider 4 risers & speed system low hrs 
gc $3000 000 ph 09 4577684 

Para glider Swing Prlsma 28 (adv) suit 55-a0 kg 
pilot 55 hrs airtime vgc $2700 also 
Edel Apollo 24 yellow suit 55-a0 kgs pilot 20 hrs 
airtime vgc $2500 also 
Edel Orion 24 green suit 55-80 kg pilot 15 hrs airtime 
vgc $3200 also 
Reserve parachute for paragllder E-25 brand new 
with manual weight 2.1 kg $380 ph Jiri Hlavaty 09 
2551363 

Paragliding varlo Skybox electronic with big LCD 
display ex cond $450 ph 09 3415271 

HANG GLIDERS 
New South Wales 

GTR 182 Ont) blue LE white MS rainbow US speed 
bar hand fairings tow bridle all in ex cond $650 one 
or trade VHF hand held radio ph 018 656006 Port 
Macquarie NSW 

Desire 141 (int) Ige A-frame white LE yellow front US 
panel blue 2nd US panel comp sleeves ex cond 25 
hrs $4000 one ph 042 941898 AH 

Airborne Edge 582 LC electric start E type gear box 
battery & rectifier IVO prop four pOint harness for both 
front & back seats adjustable ba(:l< restfor front pilot 
park brake 42 hrs $17000 ph 047 361714 

Minion 170 (nov) meticulously well kept perf for nov 
or int $1400 ono ph Paul 043 341919 H, 
232944W 

Minion 170 (nov) fluoro pink & yellow TS gd 
cond with matching Danny Scott pod har
nes. helmetovermlts spare upright batten 
template new bag suit new pilot $1900 lot 
065 533415 AH 

Sting 154 XC (int) faired uprights speed bar 
VG ex cond with only 40 hrs purple mylar LE 
& TE white MS yellow & blue US $3000 ono 
ph Paul 066 281506 

Ivoprop gd cond $500 ono also 
2 blade wooden props or 2 blade 68 x 36 
wood props $150 ea ono also 
Assort Al tubing for hang glider or similar 
best offer ph Grant Piper 049 829004 AH 

Quantum 582 trike T2.2722 50 hrs IT ph 
Don 02 5199844 reason for sale - GA plans 

Sting 118 (int) pink mylar LE dk & It blue US 
suit new buyer ideal for lady or small pilot 
$2500 ph Steve 018 570168 

2 x Mars 170 (nov) gd cond $750 ea ono also 
1 x GTR 162 (in1) av cond $500 ono also 
1 x Folll60B Race (int) OK cond $450 ono 
also 
Harnesses: 1 x Moyes pod front entry blue 
as new med $640 also 
1 xPAcocoonsuit5'9'to 5'11' gd cond $120 
also 
1 x apron all equip is properly maintained ph 
Ian 043 581957 AH, 043 251834 BH, 018 
439612 

Mars 170 (nov) green yellow white gd cond 
with pod to suit pilot 5'8' ~'2' ph Scott Ratcliffe 
048216848 

Varlometer Ball 851 vario/altimeter 1 ft incr 
$400 ono also 
Moyea pod harness for pilot 170-190 cm 
only 1 season old blue & gold new $700 sell 
$400 ono ph Peter 066 872114 Lot 1 Brooklet 
Rd Newrybar NSW 2479 

XS 155 (exp int) excond low airtime extras fin 
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tip levers $2200 ono ph 042 846492 

GTR 148 (int) It blue dk blue US light weight Swiss 
tube new hId side wires v easy to handle $1100 ono 
ph Matt 066 853695 

Airborne EDGE wing, flies beautifully, has lots of 
hrs & has never been pranged, just serviced, less 
than half price at $3000 ono also 
Airborne EDGE share, if you thoughttriking was out 
of your reach, THINK AGAIN . This Trike is in new 
cond o It is 1 yr & 130 hrs old, there are 3 shares 
available at $5000 each & this includes your training. 
With new people entering the sport at an alarming 
rate , your sh'are retains its value & can easily be 
resold at a later date. This is how I started & I would 
recommend it to anyone. What pilots don't realise 
about Trike shares is with two seats available you 
don't spend much time on the ground; with a couple 
of people set-up or pack-up is a breeze. What a great 
way to clock up as many hrs as you wish & take all 
your friends flying too also 
Airborne EDGE, grey trike, 2 yrs & 320 hrs old, full 
instruments, wing dark blue LE, magenta US, 100 
hrs old, this unit has been well maintained & is in v 
gd cond $15,500 ono also 
Airborne EDGE; dk grey, 1 yr & 160 hrs old, ex cond 
flies well $16,500 ono also 
Airborne EDGE, It grey, 18 mths & 80 hrs old, full 
instruments new prop $17,000 ono also 
Airborne EDGE, BMW burgundy, 10 mths & 65 hrs 
old, full instruments, ex cond magenta LE, dk blue & 
magenta US. This Trike looks really pretty save 
$3500 on new price $17,500 ono also 
Airborne EDGE, immac cond ferarri red base, 10 
mths old, 112 hrs total time, this trike has everything; 
quiet kit, remote chokes, tacho, compass, dual 
EGrs, water temp , plus brand new wing, save over 
$4000 on the new price, bargain at $17,500 call 
LUKE to arrange a test flight on 02 8745260 or 018 
446771 

Mission 170 (nov) all ex cond low flying time $1600 
ono + 
Pod & helmet $350 ono + 
Mars 150 (nov) all excond low flying time $13000no 
+ 

Cris Frost at Killarney, SE Qld -p. Ann Mitchell 

Pod & helmet $350 ono ph Philippe or Fiona 02 
2613477 W, 5289304 H 

Blitz 137 (exp int) white LE pink US orange TS 30 
hrs airtime ex cond $2500 ono ph Jo 066 872158 or 
075914304 

European body bag harness small $200 ono ph Jo 
066872158 or 075 914304 

Blitz 146 (exp int) white LE purple TE purple & white 
US kevlar TE flies great looks great $2600 incl new 
Forrest Park Wedgie harness absolutely brand new 
valued @ $800+ will sell harness separately ph 
Wayne 049 292175 

Sting XC 165 (in1) fluoro yellow LE grey & white TE 
pod harness suit 6' & chute, flying suit all in top 
cond $2800 ono ph 049 635398 

Trike XC Buzzard Tl.205O has 115 hrs, Edge wing 
15 hrs airtime red white blue TS red fluoro green & 
white US Rotax 532 engine water cooled with 
wooden prop also pod spats Instruments long 
range fuel tanks incl registered trailer also 
BMW helmet flying suit gloves wall brackets for 
wing storage & roof racks for vehicle inspected by 
Air Borne price $8000 ono ph 043 234609 

South Australia 
Foil 139 Combat II (int) white LE grey & aqua US 
low hrs 1 yr old glider in Mt Beauty for test flying 
$2500 ono ph Birgit 082721337 AH or Dermot 057 
572910 

Queensland 
Tlrke Pegasus 462 XL airframe IT 100 engine 10 
hrs since complete rebuild red LE & US black second 
panel red trike pod flys like a dream top cond lots of 
extras must sell $15000 incl training ph Bob 018 
708551 , 074 490065 

XS 155 (exp int) as new less than 20 hrs airtime only 
$3300 also 
Sjostrom varlo/alt ex cond only $420 call Graeme 
074497490 BH 

XS 155 (exp int) all bottom wires replaced sail 
only 2 yrs old flies extremely well $900 ono ph 
Andrew 079 726840 

Aero 170 (in1) gd cond fl ies well $1500 ph 075 
915870 

Xl 165 (in1) ex cond only 90 hrs $2200 also 
Tracer harness near new suit med build 172 
cm $600 also 
PA Reserve chute $200 also 
Large Moyes wheels $90 ph Brian 075 
372372 or 07 2668959 

Rotax Bombardier 462 LC motor complete 
with prop exhaust starter motor direct drive 
$1000 ph 079 393645 

Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp in1) 4 mths old in ex 
cond 11 hrs flying time clear scrim LE full mylar 
TS fluoro pink dk blue US a bargain at $4200 
contact Greg Toowoomba 076 325059 

Blitz 155 (exp int) purple & fluoro yellow US 
$2500 ph 078221714 or 018153895 

Braunlger Altl/Varlo competition with 
barograph $790 (6 mths warranty) also 
Reserve parachute $390 ph 070 322799 

GTR (int) one owner top cond safe $750 ph 
Pete 074 461722 

Blitz 155 (exp inQ flu oro orange LE yellow & 
orange US new side wires no prangs flies 
straight gd cond $1950 ph Andrew 07 
3761720 AH 

Arrow II Buzzard trike Rotax 532 Reg . AUF 
10-0455 200 hrs head just been lifted de
coked new gaskets water pump rebuilt new 
radiator all new wheel bearings new side wires 
factory re-cond 4 blade Brolga prop the best 
95-10 trike around won't last at $6,500 ph Stan 
Roy Suncoast Hang Gliders 074 459185 or 
018986796 

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc approx 40 hrs 
pink LE white & pink TS dk blue pink & white 
US batten profile & manual $1850 ono ph 
Steve 074 461206 
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Combat 152 (int) 94 hrs total time white LE fluoro 
green mid blue US ex cond will deliver SE Qld/Nth 
NSW $1500 ph 07 8376160 anytime 

Blitz 146 (exp int) not a yr old 60 hrs gd cond orange 
grey US $1880 ex 1 st high perform glider also 
Aero 170 (int) 40 hrs It blue/pink only $1750 ph 075 
991363 

XS 155 (exp int) yellow scrim LE white TS blue & 
aqua US has new pull back system & luff lines fitted 
has no flutters low hrs in gd cond $1700 also 
Ball vario 651 in pc $350 ph David 07 3441405 W, 
07 2083800 AH after 6pm 

Moyes Xtralite 147 (exp int) 3 mths old brand new 
cond must sell going as great colours sacrifice 
$4250 ph 070 519392 

Combat 139 (int) gd cond $2300 ana ph Marjorie 070 
953325,921316 AH, 953857 fax 

XT 165 (int) 'top cond speed bar fluoro yellow LE 
black & pink US looks new flies great batten profile 
& owners manual $2250 ph 074 645548 AH, 018 
156001 BH 

Blade 153 (exp int) only flown 2 days with 3 hrs 
airtime new price $4500-5500 make an offer around 
$4000 ph Steve Johnson 074 942527 or018 060971 

Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond purple LE & TE pink & 
blue US $2000 also 
Tandem glider Pacific Airwave Double Vision 215 
30 hrs airtime as new $3700 also 
D Scott Racer harness suit pilot 5'8" fluoro green & 
black with chute gd cond $800 ph Bryan 079 287858 
AH 

Flytec 3005 vario brand new $625 also 
pod type harness black with coloured stripes suit 
5 '6'~' + helmet both near new cond $400 also 
ICOM head set suit any helmet new $75 ph Greg 07 
2021043 or 8121269 W 

Moyes XL 165 (nov) new model training glider 15 
mths old ex cond $1400 will freight also 
Vision 170 (int) v low hrs with ex flying manners gd 
cond $1300 also 
Moyes XT 165 (int) with great colours v little use just 
traded up need a sale $2000 bargain also 
Blackhawk pod harness suit med-Ige like new all 
the storage & pockets needed just $400 for any of 
the above ph 070 511340 

GT 190 (int) blue red & white great cond for old glider 
suit big advancing pilot tig ht sail sleeved airframe 
$600 or exchange for gd 'front entry ' style harness to 
suit 6'1' ph Andrew 07 8922753 or 018879021 

Moyes 150J Mars (nov) ex cond only 8 hrs flying 
time orange white & It green complete with manual 
& batten profile spare upright $1650 also 
Sunshine Coast front entry harness 8 hrs flying 
time suit 5'4' ex cond $400 must sell going O/S ph 
Matt 074914707 

Combat 2152 (int) gd cond $2300 also 
Sjostrom Instruments gd cond $300 also 
pod harness suit to 5'10" $250 also 
PA chute $250 ph Mark 075 932462 

Probe II gd cbnd pink/blue $400 ana ph 07 8071494 

Victoria 
Foil 160B Racer (int) scrim LE & TE brand new sail 
fluoro orange LE It green MS fluoro orang e US white 
TS Combat bag new side nose & top wires immac 
cond ideal first high performance glider bargain 
$1600 also 
UHF mobile radio Pearce Simpson UHF2020 $350 
ph Steve 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH 

Blitz 155 (exp int) vgc low hrs $1600 ph Danny 057 
751365 

XS 155 (exp int) low hrs no flutters yellow & green tip 
levers nice glider$1900 ph Chris 052 217096 or Rob 
052223019 

Turbo-Chute motorised backpack paraglider in as 
new cond incl harness ACPUL certified paraglider 
helmet carry frame total price $7000 ph 060 265658 
AH 

Communications: Comunica Systems headsets 
helmets intercoms radio interfaces VHF & UHF Icom 
radios . All in stock, winter specials. Chin guards for 
Comunica helmets with visor locks $34 .00. ph Glenn 

July 1994 

018690040 

Trike trailer Airborne Windsports suitable for most 
popular trikes $45003 8076138 AH 

Foil 152C (int) ex cond approx 30 hrs must sell $2200 
also 
Air Support Wedgy harness & reserve chute also 
30 hrs $700 ph Pete 050 941309 H, 941203 W 

Trike Edge T2.2511 grey LE wh MS orange & grey 
US with white trike base GSC timber prop C-type 
gearbox full instruments new heavy duty wing cover 
plus FULL Airborne covers lots of new parts & 
receipts $12500 ana or $13500 with lessons to 
SOLO! also 
Blitz 146 (exp int) mauve & lilac sail with white mylar 
LE & TE vg cond with rubber backed uprights (1 
spare) new side wires & heavy duty bag $2400 ono 
ask for Jason 057 551724 or 018570168 

Foil C (int) yellow scrim LE white MS pink & black 
US $1500 also 
Mars 170 x 3 (nov) all with fully replaced lower 
rigging wires plus new uprights $600 ea 057 551724 

Mission 170 (nov) green LE white TE red US new 
side wires gd cond incl batten profile & sm wheels 
$1600 also 
Pod harness Ige blue $350 also 
Emergency chute $400 also 
M20 Ball vario $200 The lot $2400 ph Dean 060 
414243 

XS 142 (exp int) ex cond 28 hrs airtime $3000 also 
Foil 150B Racer (int) low hrs ex cond $1300 both 
gliders need to be seen to be appreciated ph 051 
339258 

XS 155 (exp int) bargain buy 4 oz & power rib wh sail 
orange scrim LE & TE king post hang flies well any 
reasonable offer accepted ph 059 786388 or 018 
390560 

Combat 2152 (int) LE sleeves & extra half battens 
purple LE pink & purple US ex cond $2700 ph Phil 
060562885 

Aero 170 (int) ex cond perfect 1 st glider less than 40 
hrs lilac LE orange/purple US spare uprights & 

It blue US skies out well & has been treated with 
much TLC ring $2200 ana Heather 057 551503 

ACT 
Gyro 145 (nov) blue Le white US & TE new flying 
wires mylar LE gd cond $600 also 
Mara 170 (nov) rainbow stripes new flying wires gd 
cond $600 also 
Mission 170 (nov) as new 20 genuine flying hrs blue 
& white $1650 also 
Cocoon harness ex cond suit 5'8'-5'10' $90 also 
Roochute Pulled Down Apex reserve 2 mths old 
never used $450 also 
Flytec 3005 as new $450 ph 06 2940537 

World beater 151 (int) v low hrs great kite v clean 
ultraweave & kevlar TE so will never stretch $1500 
ono also 
Cocoon harness suit 5'11' & chute $500 also 
2 x Electrophone UHF 40 ch TX 475S as new cond 
$400 ea or the lot for $2500 ph Ross 06 2415640 

Moyea pod harnesa suit 6'2' front entry gd cond 
orange & green $300 ana ph 06 2815919 AH 

Moyea XT 165 (int) 10 hrs gd looking glider vgc 
speed bar & wheels $2450 ono ph Robert 06 
2513762 

Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond 10 hrs flying time purple 
LE fluoro orange T & US 2 spare uprights & speed 
bar for quick sale $2200 ph Steve 06 2944546 H, 
2804322 W 

XT 165 (int) ex cond well maintained ordered new 
less than 2 yrs ago in hot colours fluoro yellow scrim 
LE sky blue with fluoro pink TS flu oro yellow & pink 
US with speed bar & wheels reluctant sale ind 
manual batten profile spare hang loop & down tube 
free delivery to Sydney region or equivalent all for 
$2490 ph Peter 06 2315878 

Western Australia 
Blitz 137 (exp int) urgent sale only 80 hrs old free 
delivery to any city in Australia contact Airsports 09 
3816053 for details • 

wheel s $2200 ph 03 ~------------------------------------------------~~ 4284046 H, 6342536 W 

3 x Mars 170 (nov) all with 
fully replaced lower rigging 
wires plus new uprights 
$600 ea 057 501174 

GTR 162 (int) white MS blue 
LE white & yellow US gd 
cond $300 ph Hugh 03 
7181920 

Airborne Buzzard trike 
Tl .2048 Rotax 532 LC new 
3 blade warp drive prop 
water temp CHT, ASI , ALT, 
Tacho, hour meter Arrow 
wing trailer $7500 ph Robert 
053981815AH 

Mission 170 (nov) vgc black 
LE white TS black US with 
small blu e triangle faired 
king post & uprights speed
bar spare round A-frame 
batten profile & manual 
$1700 ana ph Hugh 03 
7181920 

Airborne Edge 582 
T2 .2562 full instruments Iva 
prop remote aerials 55 hrs 
full covers & trailer + hel
mets & intercom ex cond 
$17500 ph 051 653365 

Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) low 
airtime glider in ex cond like 
new a bargain @ $2300 ana 
test fly in BrighVMt Beauty 
also 
PA chute pulled down 
apex brand new $100 off 
new price $450 ono ph Der
mot 057572910 

XS 142 (exp int) ex cond low 
hrs white LE & TS lemon & 

over The Rainbo tv 
ayat". 

1A('/ It 1)0 HOTOR fNN ,-, I\.,n Rainbow Beach 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow 
on Cooloola Drive 

Special Deals for hang and paraglider pilots 

20 units all with private facilities including linen 

Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant 

• Budget priced meals available 

Swimming pool, covered gas BBQ & laundry 
facilities 

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig 
for details 

074863211 
PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Old 4581 
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FASCINATION OF 
OUR NEW LINE 
ALTO VARIO BASIS 
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario 
analog/digital. Audio - ASI system 
• Memo for 5 flights 

ALTO VARIO CLASSICI 
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION 
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard 
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft ) • Au
dio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator 
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed 
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights 
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION 
• Resolution 1 m(3ft)upto6000m(18000ft) 
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable 
max. 70 h • Speed values storable 
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232) 
connector for printout 

Australian Distributor 

12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290 Tel: 049 499199, Fax: 049 499395 


